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Abstract

ABSTRACT
The research investigates the importance of the use of new up-and-coming
technologies as an outcome of globalization. Such international integration has greatly
influenced architecture and the way we plan it, thanks to the new technological inventions
that comes up hastily, fast mobility and the ease of communication. Nanotechnology as a
result of the global cooperation in technology has become the cutting-edge technology of the
21st century. This manipulation of matter at the nanoscale has revolutionized our
contemporary technology in all aspects of life, especially in material design, building
methods, and architectural perceptions.
In three parts, the thesis promotes the above issues in an attempt to deliver the up-to-date
ideas and technologies of the 21st century to the architect and be aware of these contemporary
issues, which can be summarized as follows:
1. Contemporary thinking; which explains globalization with an overview of the development
of this international movement towards the integration of cultures, resources and human
intellectualism, through economy and industry. This has greatly influenced architecture of the
past century to form an international style and a revolt against all classism, which has been
developed later to become a global style that eradicated any ethnic, technological, or regional
borders. However, this international integration has sparked a new race of technological
inventions that helps the architect to develop and create new architectural trends.
2. Nanotechnology; as a good reflection of the global technological movement towards a
better future. This manipulation of matter at the nanoscale has provided the human with a
different new technology and customized materials. It is not an individual science or
technology; it is a uniting expression for the multi-disciplinary area of producing
technologies operating in the area of extremely small size particles and materials. Many
products involving nanotechnology are already available and the future applications seem
endless in different areas ranging from biomedicine, computers, consumer products, energy
and material design. Together with architecture, it marks up the Nanoarchitecture style,
which is the use of nanotechnology in architecture by either the new customized materials or
new shapes and forms of buildings. Examples for the use of new nanomaterials in existing
buildings are also given in this section to exhibit the limitless feasibility of this new
technological invention of the nanoscience.
3. Applications; and evaluation for the effect of the revolution of technology and industry that
nanotechnology is shaping; either on the architect, society and architecture. This part features
works of architects John Johnsen, and Peter Testa and initiatives like the nanoHOUSE, and
the nanoStudio.
The objective is to highlight the importance of globalization and its impact on architecture
through the use of nanotechnology.
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INTRODUCTION
Ever since the humanity existed and the man is expanding the geographic realm of his
economic, political, social and cultural contacts. In this sense of extending connections to
other peoples around the world, globalization is nothing new. Also, as a process of change
that can embody both great opportunities for wealth and progress and great trauma and
suffering, globalization at the beginning of the 21st century is following a well established
historical path.
The effect of globalization on architecture is notably seen in the building designs, technology,
style, and the architectural thinking. The use of classic architectural styles has become
unfamiliar since the revolution of modernization in the second half of the 20th century.
Nevertheless, it continues to develop and evolve forming a world style that has nothing to do
with the regions, or origins; buildings can be built using materials from everywhere and
placed anywhere in the world, promoting its city to a higher calibrate to cope with the new
world pace towards modernity and new technology.
Globalization has created an intense international competition to harmonize and produce
more ideas, technology and new thoughts in order to compete with the rising technological
advances of the “other” that each nation is trying to realize; as a force of integration it
resulted in a fast growing development of humanity and civilization that has never been
experienced before. So far, these changes have affected our ability to envision and illustrate
new forms, but soon the entire artificial environment may be restructured. Thanks to new
technologies, our understandings of architecture may quickly become outdated.
Nanotechnology is one of the new emerging technologies of our contemporary times, as a
result of the international focus on nanoscience. Such technology has made it possible for us
to manipulate the matter on an atom-by-atom basis; this is expected to transform and
revolutionizes the way we live. Its applications can be submitted in the industrial field,
science and our day life; from medicine, and cosmetics to building façades and space
elevators. In architecture, it offers a variety of applications, either in designing new materials
with the new properties, nanosensors that can help us inspect the surrounding environment,
nanobots that might replace the human labor reducing building time and cost, or even in
changing the way the architect think of the forms to design his/her building. Also helping our
earth to combat the pollution, and reduce the global warming effect.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Grabbing the attention of architects to globalization by the new world style it produces,
and how such contemporary thinking is affecting architecture.
2. Highlight the fundamental changes that nanotechnology will do to our society and its
reflection on architecture.
3. Create a basic knowledge for architects about Nanotechnology in order to pay their
attention to the enormous transformation it promises.

XVII

Globalization
Part One

Globalization

1. CONTEMPORARY THINKING
1.1. Introduction:
The New Age of immigration, accentuated by the collapse of the USSR at the end of
the 20 Century, is beginning to crystallize with the expansion of the European Union
towards the Continental Eastern States at the beginning of the 21st Century. The post 9/11
events in the Middle East are compounding issues of safety and security in host countries of
Western Europe and North America, and the globalization of outsourcing work of the G8 in
guest countries of India, China and elsewhere is adding suspense regarding the future of this
Age.[70]
At the same time, war and shifting economic priorities have left many places without
cultural solidarity. The long-term effects are seen in the reallocation of control from local
inhabitants to those with proxy, indifferent, and unaccountable agendas of domination. On
one hand, communities have been progressively pecked away until no longer having a strong
sense of place, identity or symbolic ‗center‘. On the other, forced movements of peoples from
place to place, leave weakened cultural traces behind, only to reseed themselves in places-ofthe-other. In addition, natural disasters imposed upon urban areas, many of which reflect
economic impoverishment and neglect, force diasporas that decrease the critical mass to
physically sustain urban well-being, while increasing density, amplifying cultural instability,
and creating undue stresses on surrogate urban places. In brief, the western, modern agenda
depicts tenuous or disembodied identities for many places in the world, fundamentally
brought on by reductivist and disenabling modes of globalization, with little evidence of
mediation or rapprochement between entities. The consequences of such dramatic change
brought on by varying forms of disparity are both intellectually dynamic and potentially
acrimonious. [70]
th

If the flow of migration further accelerates due to international conflicts in the former
Soviet Republics, the Levant, Indian Sub-continent, Indo-Chinese Peninsula, Central Africa
and South America, it will have tremendous consequences on world‘s host cities and
neighborhoods. They will eventually be accommodating the ethnic-social, religious-cultural,
and political-economic multiplicity of newcomers. Then, as the question has always been,
how could the dwellers coexist – in all of guest-host differences – in these increasingly
transnational cities? And what should the mission of city authorities be in articulating public
policy pertaining to architectural design and urban planning in sustaining such cities? [70]
The global intercultural exchange for the educated first generation new citizens has been
emphasizing on working together, exchanging views and collaborating on joint projects and
mutual concerns, but not reciprocally integrating with the wider society. Even sharing a
political agenda for multicultural community is still isolationist in action-oriented thinking.
Indeed, transforming the focus from the nation-state to cities and neighborhoods where a
transnational society is in the making has had many challenges. The emerging society has
been raising issues pertaining to architectural design and urban renewal by revitalizing urban
planning, social policy governance, and sustainability. [70]
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1.2. GLOBALIZATION
In contemporary architectural discourse, theory has become more concerned with its
position within culture generally. The notion that theory also entailed critique stemmed from
post-structural literary studies. This, however, pushed architecture towards the notion of
avant-gardism for its own sake - in many ways repeating the 19th century 'art for art's sake'
outlook. Since the year 2000, this has materialized in architecture through concerns with the
rapid rise of urbanism and globalization, but also a pragmatic understanding that the city can
no longer be a homogenous totality. Interests in fragmentation and architecture as transient
objects further such thinking (e.g. the concern for employing high technology). And yet this
can also be tied into general concerns such as ecology, mass media, and economism. [9]
1.2.1. Definition of Globalization:
Globalization is international integration. It
can be described as a process by which the people
of the world are unified into a single society. This
process is a combination of economic,
technological, sociocultural and political forces. It
is also very often used to refer to economic
globalization that is integration of national
economies into the international economy through
trade, foreign direct investment, capital flows,
migration, and the spread of technology. [69]
1.2.2. The global village:

Politics

Economy

Socioculture

Technology

(Fig.1.1) Globalization is a combination
between Politics, Economy, Socioculture,
and Technological forces [71]

Human societies across the globe have
established progressively closer contacts over
many centuries, but recently the pace has
dramatically increased. Jet airplanes, cheap
telephone service, email, computers, huge
oceangoing vessels, instant capital flows, all these
have made the world more interdependent than
ever. Multinational corporations manufacture
(Fig.1.2) A hundred years ago only 10% of
products in many countries and sell to consumers
the planet lived in cities; by 2050 up to 75%
around the world. Money, technology and raw
of the world’s population of 8 billion will be
materials move ever more swiftly across national
living in urban areas. Francesco Jodice,
aerial view, Tokyo © Francesco Jodice. [40]
borders. [16]
Along with products and finances, ideas and cultures circulate more freely. As a result, laws,
economies, and social movements are forming at the international level. Many politicians,
academics, and journalists treat these trends as both inevitable and (on the whole) welcome.
But for billions of the world‘s people, business-driven globalization means uprooting old
ways of life and threatening livelihoods and cultures. [16]
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The global social justice movement, itself a product of globalization, proposes an alternative
path, more responsive to public needs. Intense political disputes will continue over
globalization‘s meaning and its future direction. [16]
1.2.3. Evolution of Globalization:
The ancient Romans established the first
example of global architectural hegemony,
spreading their ideas across the empire. Rome did
not completely suppress indigenous architectural
practices of the provinces, but Roman classicism
nevertheless was the empire's ubiquitous
architectural theme, one that is still popular today.
[1]
And how ironic that Nazi Germany under Hitler
and Communist Russia under Stalin, along with
capitalist America under Washington and
Jefferson, all adopted Greek and Roman classicism
and neoclassicism as the architectural style
believed to best represent their respective nations.
[10]

In the early 20th century, many European and
American architects rebelled against classicism
and neoclassicism. They argued stridently that the
modern age demanded new architecture in
response to new industry, technologies, mobility,
and social and political orders. [75]
In the 1920‘s and 1930‘s, the ―International Style‖
was born. Its most well known prophets were
German émigré architects Walter Gropius, founder
of the Bauhaus and later head of architecture at
Harvard, and Mies van der Rohe, abetted by a
young American architect, Philip Johnson, they
foresaw a future promising a new world order, a
rational and mechanized world liberated by
technology, mass communication, unfettered
mobility and social justice. [10]

(Fig.1.3) Typical Stalinist: Peking Hotel in
Moscow, 1946-1955, designed by architect
D. Chechulin. [28]

(Fig.1.4) View of the terrace looking
towards the master bedroom from the sun
room. Villa Savoye designed by Le
Corbusier, completed in 1929 and
considered as International Style.[30]

What could be more irrelevant to the impending future, they asked, than academic,
neoclassically styled architecture? Thus they advocated an architecture based on
systematization and standardization, mass production, economies of scale, functional logic
and aesthetic composition devoid of both ornament and sentiment. The international stylists
imagined that, given a similar functional program, a building in southern Asia shouldn‘t be
very different from one in Japan, North or South America, Africa or Australia. For several
Keywords: global architecture, globalization, societies, world architecture
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decades after WWII, International Style thinking greatly influenced the design of office
buildings, schools, hospitals, laboratories and multifamily housing. [10]
In architecture, the historical development
of globalization corresponded very closely to the
ascendancy of Modernism. Founding Modernist
ideals had always been global in ambition. In 1919
Walter Gropius said, 'One day there will be a
world-view, and then there will also be its sign, its
crystal--architecture'. By 1932 it had been
identified as the 'International Style' and, although
this was really a development of 'parallel
experiments' between nations, and was presented
as a 'contemporary style, which exists throughout
the world; unified and inclusive'. By 1948, the
year the foundations of globalization were finally
laid, Modernism had so obliterated traditional
architecture that it came to be described as simply
'modern'. [65]
(Fig.1.5) The Seagram Building in New York

Modernism was also, quite specifically, a north- City, was designed by Mies van der Rohe, in
Atlantic cultural phenomenon. It was based on the collaboration with the American Philip
ideals of the same Western Enlightenment Johnson in 1958. It stands as one of the finest
thinking that informed globalization: rationality, examples of the functionalist aesthetic and a
[27]
scientific innovation, progress and the end of masterpiece of corporate modernism.
tradition.
With globalization, Modernism conquered the earth. As Maxwell Fry noted as early as 1969,
Modernism is an 'architectural story which is first a record of dispersal from Germany and
Central Europe to the ends of the earth, but first to England and America'. [3] From the end of
WWII until the 1970‘s, classicism retreated and the international style movement gained
strength, indeed becoming truly international. Embraced by architects and architectural
consumers alike, it especially influenced the design of office buildings and corporate
headquarters, hospitals, and high-rise housing. [10]
Aging, austere, functionalist buildings, clad with panels of concrete, masonry, metal and
glass, can be seen in hundreds of cities around the world. In architectural schools today, we
still label certain design strategies as ―Mies-ian,‖ referring usually to a façade comprised of a
rectilinear, gridded curtain wall of repetitive, uniform glass and metal panels. Visit any
―global city,‖ and you will see modernist buildings exhibiting similar versions of
international styling, just as you would find many examples of classically derivative
architecture. [10]
These principles could not be realized at a global level until the collapse of the Soviet Empire
in 1989. The IMF's imposition of a free market system on an exhausted Russian economy
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was followed by the voluntary liberalization of the Indian and Chinese economies (although
not the Chinese political system) in the early '90s. [65]
This free market was a north-Atlantic economic system
evangelically promoted by the USA (and often
politically linked to American-style liberal democracy
or 'freedom'). [65]
As a consequence, globalization can appear to be a
form of American imperialism. In the short term this
seems to be the effect. But the ideology is that of
liberalization, rather than imperial protection and
control, and the true liberalizer must acknowledge the
possibility of a loss of control over what has been
liberalized. [65]
Imperialism, internationalism and other forms of
interchange between cultures and economies has been
taking place for millennia, but globalization is different
in effect, depth and breadth. [65]

(Fig.1.6) Petronas Twin Towers in
Kuala Lumpur was the world's tallest
building for several years since its
completion in1998 by Cesar Pelli. [29]

1.2.4. Historical Precedents:
The word "globalization" has been used by economists since 1981; however, its
concepts did not permeate popular consciousness until the later half of the 1990s. The
earliest concepts and predictions of globalization were penned by an American entrepreneurturned-minister Charles Taze Russell who first coined the term 'corporate giants' in 1897.
Various social scientists have tried to demonstrate continuity between contemporary trends
of globalization and earlier periods. The first era of globalization (in the fullest sense) during
the 19th century was the rapid growth of international trade between the European imperial
powers, the European colonies, and the United States. After WWII, globalization was
restarted and was driven by major advances in technology, which led to lower trading costs.
[14]

Globalization is viewed as a centuries‘ long process, tracking the expansion of human
population and the growth of civilization, that has accelerated dramatically in the past 50
years. Early forms of globalization existed during the Roman Empire, the Parthian empire,
and the Han Dynasty, when the Silk Road started in China, reached the boundaries of the
Parthian empire, and continued onwards towards Rome. The Islamic Golden Age is also an
example, when Muslim traders and explorers established an early global economy across the
Old World resulting in a globalization of crops, trade, knowledge and technology. Global
integration continued through the expansion of European trade, as in the 16th and 17th
centuries, when the Portuguese and Spanish Empires reached to all corners of the world after
expanding to the Americas. [14]
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Globalization became a business phenomenon in the 17th century when the Dutch East India
Company, which is often described as the first multinational corporation, was established.
Because of the high risks involved with international trade, the Dutch East India Company
became the first company in the world to share risk and enable joint ownership through the
issuing of shares: an important driver for globalization. [14]
1.2.5. Liberalization:
Liberalization in the 19th century is sometimes
called "The First Era of Globalization", a period
characterized by rapid growth in international trade and
investment, between the European imperial powers,
their colonies, and, later, the United States. It was in
this period that areas of sub-Saharan Africa and the
Island Pacific were incorporated into the world system.
[65]

The "First Era of Globalization" began to break down
at the beginning with the WWI, and later collapsed
during the gold standard crisis in the late 1920s and
early 1930s. [65]
On the political side, at the end of the WWII,
experience of the depression and the holocaust
convinced the dominant Western powers that the world
economy and the welfare of humanity could no longer
be left to the vagaries of nation states. The BrettonWoods agreement, which led to the creation of the IMF
and the World Bank, and the establishment of the
United Nations and the Declaration of Human Rights,
put in place the institutional framework for a global
economy and a global political philosophy between
1944 and 1948. This was the foundation of
globalization and both events were based on Western
or Enlightenment principles. The idea of the free
market could be traced to Adam Smith. Globally
enforced individual rights over and above the
community or nation state fulfilled Condorcet's
aspirations for the equality of man and Immanuel
Kant's ideal of world government. [65]

(Fig.1.7) Economic globalization has
had an impact on the worldwide
integration of different cultures.
Shown here is a steel plant in the
United Kingdom owned by the Indian
company Tata Group. [15]

(Fig.1.8) Cartoon by Bortalotti
represents the dominating economy of
the Western countries and its drive
into globalization crushing the
Southern hemisphere & the gap in
between. [16]

Architecture has only a small part to play in the affairs of man. It does, nonetheless,
bring together much that is important for society at large: shelter, social function, technology,
art, economics, politics, science and more. Consequently, architecture can be a mirror to
society. Since the early twentieth century, architects have sought to link design symbolically
Keywords: global architecture, globalization, societies, world architecture
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to express a particular analysis of society and its future direction. This analysis has often been
technological, but it has also been spiritual, psychological and even cosmological.
But this view can be reversed; society can be made a
mirror to architecture. We can understand architecture
as a natural reflection of what is current socially,
politically and economically. [65]
It‘s the creativity with no limits that promotes the
science, but also drives the economy forward for a
better comprehensive modernization of cultures.
(Fig.1.9) Japanese McDonald's fast food
as an evidence of international
integration. [15]

1.2.6. Forces shaping globalization:

A series of social, political and economic
changes that affect everything from the operation of
nations to everyday life come under the collective title
of 'globalization'. Often considered just to be the
domination of the world by global corporations, the
phenomenon of globalization goes much further than
this.
It is summarized by Jurgen Habermas the philosopher:
'By "globalization" is meant the cumulative processes
(Fig.1.10) The rise of multinational
of a worldwide expansion of trade and production, corporations and outsourcing has
commodity and financial markets, fashions, the media played a crucial part in globalization.
and computer programs, news and communications Shown here is Microsoft's technical
[15]
networks, transportation systems and flows of support center in Bangalore, India.
migration. [65]
The risks engendered by large-scale technology, environmental damage and epidemics, as
well as organized crime and terrorism'. Globalization may now have its own global band of
protestors but it is generally acknowledged that, save a major catastrophe, 'the intensification
of worldwide social relations in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events
occurring many miles away and vice versa' is unavoidable and increasing. [65]
It has been recognized for some time that international Modernism had a homogenizing
tendency. Post-Modernism was a direct response to this but had a short life. In 1982 Kenneth
Frampton the architect and critic, principally as a Modernist rebuff to the overt cultural
symbolism of Post-Modernism, published the first of a number of essays on 'Critical
Regionalism' to highlight what he saw as localizing tendencies in current Modernism. The
definition of what made a building regional, however, was vestigial and amounted to as little
as building to the contours of the site. When combined with the insistence that it 'should not
be sentimentally identified with the vernacular', the theory was a long way from any readilycomprehensible form of local identity. Architectural interest in any kind of literal
contextualism is now a minority activity. [65]
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Looking specifically at economic globalization, it can be measured in different ways. These
centre around the four main economic flows that characterize globalization: [14]
 Goods and services, e.g. exports plus imports as a proportion of national income or per
capita of population
 Labor/People, e.g. net migration rates; inward or outward migration flows, weighted by
population
 Capital, e.g. inward or outward direct investment as a proportion of national income or per
head of population
 Technology, e.g. international research & development flows; proportion of populations
(and rates of change thereof) using particular inventions (especially 'factor-neutral'
technological advances such as the telephone, motorcar, broadband)
1.2.7. Globalization Index (KOF):
The KOF Index of Globalization measures the economic, social and political dimensions of
globalization. The index allows comparing degree and changes in globalization over a large
number of countries and more than 30 years: The KOF Index of Globalization 2008 is
available for 122 countries over the period 1970–2005, and is calculated on the basis of 24
variables. The method employed in the calculations allows direct comparison of a specific
country's degree of globalization over time. [63]
The economic dimension of the KOF Index measures long distance flows of goods, capital
and services as well as information and perceptions that accompany market exchanges. In
addition to actual flows of trade and foreign investment, it captures the degree to which a
specific country restricts capital and trade flows.
The social dimension measures the
spread of ideas, information, images,
and people, while the political
dimension captures diffusion of
government policies. [63]
Chart 1 shows how globalization has
developed over time – measured by
the average of the individual country
indices: The degree of globalization
has been increasing since the 1970s,
particularly since the mid-80s
according to all three dimensions of
globalization. Social globalization, (Fig.1.11) Chart 1[63]
however, did stagnate since 2001. [63]
According to charts 2 and 3, the development for the overall index has mostly been
independent of income and region, even though the degree of globalization differs largely.
The charts show in particular that globalization is most prevalent in Western, high-income
countries. There, however, the process of globalization practically came to a halt since 2001
and did actually decrease slightly during the last year. [63]
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(Fig.1.12.B) Chart 2 [63]

(Fig.1.12.A) Chart 2 [63]

(Fig.1.13) Chart 3 – Development of
globalization according to income. [63]

(Fig.1.12.C) Chart 2 [63]

1.2.7.A. Country Rankings:
Chart 4 shows the world's 15 most globalized countries, while those least globalized
are displayed in chart 5. According to the new calculations, Belgium and Austria are on top
of the globalization ranking since 2001. On the bottom of the 2008 ranking are Burundi,
Myanmar, and Rwanda. Countries at the bottom of the ranking consistently score lower
across all three dimensions: The degree of globalization in the ten least globalized countries
is about one third of the ten most globalized ones. [63]

(Fig.1.14) Chart 4 – The world's 15 most
globalized countries. [63]

(Fig.1.15) Chart 5 – The world's 15 least globalized
countries. [63]
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1.2.7.B. Globalization of Egypt:
According to the KOF index of globalization, Egypt
has ranked 55 among 122 countries of the world in
the year 2006, but its ranking has withdrawn in the
following year to rank the 64th. Yet, the essence of
the Egyptian strategic vision towards globalization
includes political dimensions, most important of
which are; maintaining national security with all its
political, economic, social and cultural aspects
beside the military one, promoting Egypt's and the
Arabs' relation with the outside world, establishing
balance between the annual plan and the market
freedom, preserving the social dimension in the
economic policies, and performing a comprehensive
modernization of culture. [64]
1.2.7.B.I. - Political:

(Fig.1.16) Map of Arab Republic of Egypt,
shows how the population levels are much
higher on the Nile and Delta rather than
the whole country, and more inhabitants in
cities than the countryside. [48]

Thanks to its awareness of the distinguished position on both regional and
international levels, Egypt is always keen to interact with globalization through developing
national institutions in order to benefit from the advantages of globalization, intensifying
dialogue with southern countries and the G8 in order to exchange information, experience
and coordination between different policies, maintaining the stability of the financial system
and laying down an effective banking supervision. Egypt also adopts the policy of
development in order to invest its diplomatic relations and international position in the
domestic development and in attracting investments to all development sectors. [67]
1.2.7.B.II. - Economy:
Egypt realizes the importance of both collective and individual economic cooperation
with other countries as a successful means to face globalization challenges. So, Egypt has
been interested in effectuating the roles of the economic blockings; starting from the Arab
Common Market, on the Arab domain, the COMESA on the African domain, up to the
countries of the south and the developing world. Egypt also paid due attention to the bilateral
relations with the countries of great economies e.g., USA, China, Japan, EU, in order to make
good use of the technological advancement in the joint projects with these countries.
Globalization is not confined to economic aspects that are embodied in the GATT and The
WTO (World Trade Organization) only but also exceeds that to include the knowledge,
intellectual, cultural, and communication technology aspects. [67]
1.2.7.B.III. - Sociocultural:
Since Egypt has embarked into the age of open skies, the Egyptian citizen has been
able to freely move among available media rostrums, while bearing in his heart the national
media that maintains the culture of the society and safeguards its inherent principles.
Keywords: global architecture, globalization, societies, world architecture
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Egypt has entered the age of satellites by launching Nilesat 101, and 102 by the year 2000.
Both satellites form the first generation of Egyptian satellites. Egypt now ranks number 60 in
the world space club and the first African country to launch media satellites. It represents a
cultural breakthrough and a necessary step towards securing the radio and television
transmission in addition to realizing media supremacy on every inch of Egypt's land. [67]
In Addition, the internet has become available all over developing countries, in general, and
particularly Egypt's access to international audio, readable and visual media. On the other
hand, the internet has become a cultural breakthrough, especially in view of the expected leap
in the speed and technical potentialities of the internet's stage II. Via the internet, an
enormous influx of information is easily and quickly provided. In this respect, it is worth
mentioning that communication technology will put an end to centralization of means of
media and communication, thus, "geographical societies" will turn into "intellectual
societies". [67]
1.2.8. Effects of globalization: [14]
1.2.8.A. Cultural - growth of cross-cultural contacts; advent of new categories of
consciousness and identities such as Globalism - which embodies cultural
diffusion, the desire to consume and enjoy foreign products and ideas, adopt new
technology and practices, and participate in a "world culture"
1.2.8.B. Social - the achievement of free circulation by people of all nations
1.2.8.C. Informational - increase in information flows between geographically remote
locations
1.2.8.D. Ecological - the advent of global environmental challenges that cannot be
solved without international cooperation, such as climate change, cross-boundary
water and air pollution, over-fishing of the ocean, and the spread of invasive
species. Many factories are built in developing countries where they can pollute
freely.
1.2.8.E. Spreading of multiculturalism, and better individual access to cultural diversity
(e.g. through the export of Hollywood and Bollywood movies). However, the
imported culture can easily supplant the local culture, causing reduction in
diversity through hybridization or even assimilation. The most prominent form of
this is Westernization, but Sinicization of cultures has taken place over most of
Asia for many centuries.
1.2.8.F. Greater international travel and tourism
1.2.8.G. Greater immigration, including illegal immigration
1.2.8.H. Spread of local consumer products (e.g. food) to other countries (often adapted
to their culture)
1.2.8.I. World-wide fads and pop culture such as Pokémon, Sudoku, Numa Numa,
Origami, Idol series, YouTube, Orkut, Facebook, and MySpace.
1.2.8.J. World-wide sporting events such as FIFA World Cup and the Olympic Games.
1.2.8.K. Formation or development of a set of universal values
1.2.8.L. Technical/legal
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1.2.8.M. Development of a global telecommunications infrastructure and greater transborder data flow, using such technologies as the Internet, communication
satellites, submarine fiber optic cable, and wireless telephones
1.2.8.N. Increase in the number of standards applied globally; e.g. copyright laws,
patents and world trade agreements.
1.2.8.O. The push by many advocates for an international criminal court and
international justice movements.
1.2.9. Localization:
In the world of architecture, the struggle between globalizing and anti-globalizing
forces will continue, as it has for centuries. Yet I'm betting that, even a hundred years from
now, cities such as Paris, Rome, London and St. Petersburg will still retain their traditional
architectural allure and still be worth visiting, regardless of which force prevails. [75]
Localization is closely associated with the politics of identity. Identity is community and
place-related and the individuality of community and place are undermined by global
homogenization. Migration, instantaneous communication and increased travel all threaten
and dislocate community identity. At the same time, members of communities can intensify
their association with one another and their place of origin over long distances with the
internet and the other communication media. The same phenomena can also promote the
local cohesion of ethnic communities or micro states. To be Catalonian is not ethnic, it is to
speak Catalan in Catalonia and Catalan-language television is an important agent in the
consolidation of an increasingly independent Catalonia. The widely dispersed Sami
community, an ethnic micro-nation recognized across Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia,
is brought together by a dedicated Sami website. [65]
1.2.10. Complexity of Globalization:
Globalization itself is, however, more complex than the simple expansion of Western
capital and concomitant spread of products, culture and style. The creation of the rights of the
individual over their resident community or state has changed the role of the relationship
between the state and the individual. At the same time, the free movement of global
corporations and capital has restricted the ability of the state to maintain an autonomous
economy. Aggressive nationalism, which in the nineteenth century often led to the
suppression and incorporation of diverse groups to form nation-states, is no longer a
functional necessity for defense or economic containment. 'The nation-state has become too
small to solve global problems and too large to deal with local ones.' As the power of the
nation-state declines, regional, local and ethnic identities re-emerge. In 1990 there were 800
micro-national movements in a world of fewer than 200 states. This is localization, the other
face of globalization. [65]
It might be expected that in the technologically advanced and prosperous parts of the
world, now that have got the technological advantages, shouldn't piously recommend that
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other parts of the world do without them, in order to preserve their indigenous cultures and
limited world resources. Not just geographically speaking but also chronologically, as the
contemporary times has to have a different way of solving matters than any other time since
each era/age has its own technology that helps to solve its problems.

1.3. GLOBALIZATION AND ARCHITECTURE
Globalization; is a new world architecture.
We do not know its outcome or have a full picture
of its nature as we are only in its earliest stages.
Some commentators consider it to be 'highmodernity' and the realization of the ideals of the
Enlightenment, while others believe it to be a new
phenomenon of equal but different significance to
the Enlightenment. At this stage, however, it is
clearly a Western world order, dominated by
north-Atlantic culture, and the most evident
outcome has been the spread of north-Atlantic
products and corporations. The effect is described
by Helena Norberg-Hodge the co-founder of the
IFG and ISEC: 'Western consumer conformity is
descending on the less industrialized parts of the
world like an avalanche. "Development" brings
tourism, Western films and products and, more
recently, satellite television to the remotest corners
of the Earth. All provide overwhelming images of
luxury and power. Adverts and action films give
the impression that everyone in the West is rich,
beautiful and brave, and leads a life filled with
excitement and glamour. Advertisers make it clear
that Westernized fashion accessories equal
sophistication and "cool". [65]

(Fig.1.17) View of Manhattan Island in New
Work, the proclaimed center of the world
where culture diversity meets the fastest
growing business hub in the world in the
past decades. In contrast, the rise of other
Asian cities has almost eliminated the term
“center of the world”. [43]

(Fig.1.18) The London Millennium
Footbridge by Norman Foster (2000), is a
pedestrian-only steel suspension bridge
crossing the River Thames in London,
England, linking Bank side with the City. [18]

In diverse "developing" nations around the world, people are induced to meet their needs not
through their community or local economy, but by trying to "buy in" to the global market.'
Put more succinctly by the professor of Business Administration Theodore Levitt,
'everywhere everything gets more and more like everything else as the world's preference
structure is relentlessly homogenized'. [65]
Because technology purports to be, "scientific" it may be regarded as autonomous, not
requiring reference to or validation by local cultures. The Millennium Bridge, like Foster's
proposed viaduct, may be elegant, but couldn't these high-tech structures be placed anywhere
on the globe? [35]
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1.3.1. Global Architecture:
How do forces and manifestations of
globalization affect architecture and in particular
the architecture of global cities?
Is there even such a thing as ―global‖ architecture?
Is globalization of architecture a new
phenomenon, or has architecture always exhibited
inherently globalizing tendencies? And in this era
of globalizing tendencies related primarily to
economic, social and cultural phenomena, to what
extent can and does architecture per se affect
people‘s sense and perception of global as opposed
to local citizenship? [10]
Recall
obvious
globalization
phenomena,
conditions and contrasting trends.
 Faster, data-intensive communication between
distant, contrasting cultures.
(Fig.1.19) Designed by Sir Norman Foster
 Increased sharing of cultural ―products.‖
HSBC World Headquarters and One Canada
Square, from the western end of West India
 Increased multinational business and industrial
Quay. [11]
activity.
 Increased internationalization and standardization of technology.
 Increased international mobility for both business and tourism.
 Economic growth and, for some, rising personal incomes.
 Increasing desire for goods and services accompanied by unmet expectations.
All of these directly or indirectly affect architecture. Whether the effect is positive or
negative depends on what you believe architecture should be. [10]
1.3.2. Anywhere & Everywhere Architecture:
The architectural manifestations of
globalization are ubiquitous: skyscraping company
headquarters and bank buildings, chains of
standardized
hotels,
franchise
restaurants,
shopping malls, name-brand stores and boutiques,
theme parks, fitness centres, and multi-screen
cinemas. You would expect to find such structures
and services in any city that calls itself ―global.‖
When abroad, how often have you felt especially
comfortable in a hotel room similar to others you
have stayed in, felt relieved perusing a menu with
foods you recognize, or enjoyed shopping in a
store whose merchandise and interior design are

(Fig.1.20) The skyline of Dubai of United
Arab Emirates shows how many skyscrapers
are scattered along the city as a result of the
welfare and revolutionary economic states in
the region. [62]
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like the store at home? Increasingly familiar global
architecture reflects the market needs and
functional agendas of international business and
industry, the corporate worlds of finance,
manufacturing, retailing, travel and hospitality,
recreation, and entertainment. [10]
The global culture of commerce is driven by
changing
consumer
expectations,
market
opportunities and business agendas. Their
architectural manifestations include iconic,
skyscraping banking towers (often built where
they don't belong); chains of standardized hotels
and franchise restaurants and shopping malls full
of all-too-familiar name-brand stores. [75]

(Fig.1.21) The Beijing National Stadium, or
the Bird Nest, designed by the Austrians
Herzog and DeMeuron. Completed in 2008,
to host the Beijing Olympic Games 2008; an
international event that China has lingered
for more than 7 years to host it. In a
marvelous appearance and organization
incorporating the latest technologies; the
Olympic Games promotes the capital city of
China as one of the most contemporary and
globalized cities in the world. [37]

Yet wouldn't you expect to find these in a city that called itself "global?" Aren't you likely to
feel more comfortable in a hotel room like others you have stayed in, perusing a menu with
foods you recognize, or shopping in a store with merchandise like the store at home? The
experience of strolling through malls at Canary Wharf in London's Docklands, at Potsdamer
Platz in Berlin and at Manege Square in Moscow is fundamentally the same. [75]
1.3.3. Forces shaping architecture and history’s view of architecture:
Everything cited above is typical of architecture throughout the world, no matter
where or when it was created, and no matter how modest or immense in scale. But if, at the
most fundamental level, a wall is a wall and a door is a door, what accounts for the
extraordinary variation in architectural form over time and across cultures? The answer helps
analyze and understand architectural globalization. [10]
Design decisions, made by either architects or non-architects, are the result of four sets of
interdependent forces:
The first is imposed by the existing, measurable physical context in which a building
is built. The second is determined by available and evolving building technologies, including
new materials and new methods of design and construction engineering. The third has its
origins in the cultural context of a community or society—religious beliefs and rituals, social
values and behaviour, political characteristics and economic resources. And the fourth flows
from human intellect and will, manifested in the aesthetic ideas, beliefs, theories and
compulsions of architects and their clients. [10]
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Aluminum & Glass
Steel (higher
buildings)
Concrete (flat slab)
Wall (slab)
Stones (Vaults,
domes)
Wood (trees)

Imagine
Invent
Improvise

3. Building Tech.

1. Physical Setting

Geography
Climate
Geology
Microclimate
Nature resources

Design Decision

4. Human Intellect

2. Culture Context

Renaissance
Classicism
Modernism
Post-modernism

(Fig.1.22) The diagram shows the relationships between the four main influences that shapes the design of

1.3.3.A.
Physical
Setting:
any building
everywhere
in the world. [71]

You do not have to be an architect to
comprehend the first set of forces. Architecture
always has been profoundly affected by geography,
climate and microclimate, geology, available natural
resources for transportation and building. We can
readily appreciate architectural determinants giving
shape to an Inuit igloo near the Arctic Circle, housing
held aloft on stilts along the canals and lagoons of
Bangkok, a Berber village of stone on a Saharan
hillside in North Africa, or the stone and stucco
structures of Tuscany. For reasons of sustainability,
buildings in hot, humid climates differ from those in
hot, arid climates. Forested environments with
communities engaged in timbering are likely to
exploit wood, rather than steel, stone or concrete, as a
primary construction material. [10]

(Fig.1.23) A building from the ruins of
Ayn Asil in Egypt represents the Nubian
Vault which can be built without any
support or shuttering. [24]

1.3.3.B. Building Technology:
Likewise, the role of technology as an
architectural form determinant, especially in
industrialized societies, is readily apparent. Until the
19th century, most of the world‘s significant
buildings relied for structural support and stability
exclusively on unit masonry in compression—thick
walls and massive piers or stone or brick. [10]

(Fig.1.24) An example of a provisional
igloo. A basic home for the icy regions. [47]

For thousands of years, floor and roof structures were comprised of either masonry vaults or
framing assemblies of heavy timber beams and trusses. [10]
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With the advent of electricity, structural cast
iron and steel, malleable and extrudable sheet metal,
reinforced concrete, plate glass, thermal insulation,
plastics and countless other synthetics used for
connecting, laminating or waterproofing, architects
and builders were liberated from the constraints of the
masonry bearing wall. Thus the history of modern
architecture is, in part, a history of design exploitation
of industrial-age products and techniques allowing
creative architects to break with established design
and construction traditions. [10]

(Fig.1.25) The Roman use of the arch and
their improvements in the use of concrete
facilitated the building of the many
aqueducts throughout the empire, such as
the magnificent Aqueduct of Segovia and
the eleven aqueducts in Rome itself. [17]

1.3.3.C. Culture Context:
The third set of forces related to cultural
context are less obvious but equally potent. They
arise initially from physical necessity but, over time,
evolve and transcend necessity. Embodied in received
tradition passed down from generation to generation,
they may become codified. Classical Roman
architecture, canonized by Vitruvius in his Ten Books
on Architecture,
considered
history‘s
first
architectural treatise. But by Vitruvius‘ time the
original logic was forgotten. Use of the classical
orders became formulaic, a mandated style, the only
correct style. Likewise, during and after the
Renaissance, classicism and neoclassicism again
became the order of the day. Neoclassical and
baroque styling dominated (i.e. St. Petersburg) not
because it was inherently Russian or intrinsically
suitable for St. Petersburg‘s climate and landscape,
but rather because it represented the architectural
―zeitgeist‖ of western European culture in the 17th
and 18th centuries. [10]

(Fig.1.26) The Wainwright Building in St.
Louis, designed by Louis Sullivan. [58]

1.3.3.D. Human Intellect:
The fourth and final set of forces represents
the intrinsic artistic drive of the individual artist, the
desire to imagine, invent and improvise. Throughout
history, designers occasionally come up with
something genuinely new, radical, and perhaps
revolutionary. They may be motivated by
dissatisfaction or boredom with the tried and true,

(Fig.1.27) Europe's Gate, Madrid; the
first intentionally inclined buildings in the
world designed by Philip Johnson and
John Burgee and commission in 1996. [56]
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with accepted codes and conventions. They may
realize that a new technology will allow creation of a
new kind of form. While still obliged to
accommodate traditional programs and functions,
they may conceptualize new ways to configure space
or structure to accommodate such conventional
programs and functions. Or new programmatic needs
and building types, like those engendered by the
Industrial Revolution or the Information Age, may
inspire architectural innovation. And sometimes,
unprecedented design ideas spring from an obsession
with form for its own sake, with formal invention sui
generis. [10]

(Fig.1.28) The Greeks has inspired the
female face proportions for the form of
[71]
the composite column capital.

1.3.4. Global City:
For countries swept up in the tide of the
global economy, the association of Modernism with
rationality, progress and successful and dominant
north-Atlantic
economies
was
irresistible.
Furthermore, the Modernist association with the
principal building types identified with key aspects of
globalization--the corporate office, the airport, the
international hotel and the shopping mall--provided a
clear symbolic link with the engines of global capital
expansion. In a very short space of time the
homogenization of global consumerism had its
parallel in the homogenization of city centers
throughout the world. It was observed by HenryRussell Hitchcock as early as 1951. The glass-walled
office block has become the Coca-Cola of
architecture. Now, without reference to signage or
vehicle registration plates, it is often impossible to
identify the global location of parts of San Francisco,
Osaka, Sao Paolo, Brussels, Berlin and Shanghai. [65]

(Fig.1.29) Human intellectual conception
about shapes, an Algorithmic shape
generated by computer with the help of
human mind. [4]

The competitive marketing of these buildings
by cities has set up an upward demand spiral. Out of
the work of the star architects, design types and styles
emerge and become identified with successful cities,
even before they are built. [65]
(Fig.1.30) Burj Dubai; tallest man-made
structure on Earth will be completed in
2009, designed by SOM. [39]
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As star architects are, by definition, limited in number, demand for symbolic and
extraordinary buildings far outstrips the capacity of the star group to provide their own
designs, however conceptual their original input may be. [65]
The conceptual nature of the star product allows
global commercial firms (who have sometimes been
acting as the executive architects for star architects) to
clone the trademark design characteristics of the star
product. The reproduction of the spiral or twisted
forms, globular glass, planar intersection and so on is
facilitated by the use of the same sophisticated
computer graphics employed by the offices of the star
architects to develop and present their concepts. [65]
Increasingly visible in the landscape of cities aspiring
to be authentically global are office towers—really
tall, world-class towers. Some think that the 9/11
catastrophe in New York City and the threat of
worldwide terrorism will deter future skyscraper
construction. But for real estate developers,
architects, engineers, city politicians and even many
tenants, the tectonic allure, iconic power, and
unmatched view of the world afforded by buildings
soaring a quarter mile or more toward the sky is just
too irresistible. [10]
Originally an American invention, these
architectural edifices have spread like mushrooms in
recent decades through cities on every continent. In
the United States, even relatively small, second-tier
cities sport skyscrapers that often are totally out of
scale with the low-rise city fabric, neighbouring
buildings and adjoining streets. Like the Bilbao
museum, most skyscrapers are generic in design and
could be deposited anywhere. The same is true for
shopping malls, which today are proliferating
worldwide. Strolling through the interior malls at
Canary Wharf in London‘s docklands, at Potsdamer
Platz in Berlin and the underground Manege Square
in Moscow is fundamentally the same experience.
The culinary variations encountered when eating at a
McDonald‘s anywhere in the world are minimal,
which for many travellers is reassuring. [10]

(Fig.1.31) Contemporary architecture in
Bangalore, India. [36]

(Fig.1.32) World’s tallest buildings
according to their official height, this
comparison and the places of the
skyscrapers shows the pursuit of nations
to reach the highest with the most
cutting-edge technologies. [39]

(Fig.1.33) View along the Neue
Potsdamer Straße towards Potsdamer
Platz in 2007. On the left side is the
Bahn-Tower and on the right side the
Kollhoff-Tower. [25]
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There is, nonetheless, independent evidence of a new concern for localization of
place. A 30% increase in the last 10 years makes urban tourism the highest growth tourist
sector in Europe. The principal demands of the urban tourist are for high quality, cultural and
'authentic' (or apparently authentic) places. [65]
Most urban buildings—housing, schools, traditional markets, religious edifices,
factories producing locally crafted goods—are minimally affected by globalization because
they are built by, and primarily serve, citizens of local communities. Cultural facilities such
as museums and theatres can embody indigenous architectural traditions, but they also can be
high-profile, non-traditional architectural symbols contributing to a city‘s global profile.
Sydney, Australia, with its Opera House designed by Jorn Utzon, and Bilbao, Spain, with its
Guggenheim Museum designed by Frank Gehry, are two notable examples. Yet the museum
in Bilbao is more than an urban hood ornament and aesthetic magnet drawing tourists and
architects to a city that no one would have visited otherwise. This architectural tour de force
represents the world‘s first and most dramatic example of a global museum franchise. And
with only minor design changes to position it on a different site, its clone could be built in
any city. [10]

(Fig.1.34) Tate Modern hosted an
exhibition looking at the evolution of 10
major global cities. The show featured
work from significant architects. Here,
The Thames Gateway as an Urban
Field © Zaha Hadid Architects. [40]

(Fig.1.35) The Guggenheim
Museums; a series of museums for
the Guggenheim Foundation has
been built and being built all over
the world and designed by world
recognized architects. [41]

(A) Guggenheim Bilbao, by
Frank Gehry,and completed
in 1997.

(B) Guggenheim New York, by
Frank Lloyd Wright, and
completed in 1937.

(C)Guggenheim Abu-Dhabi,
by Frank Gehry, and will be
opened in 2011.

(D) Guggenheim Guadalajara,
by Enrique Norten, and would
be opened in 2011.

1.4. NEW ARCHITECTURAL TRENDS
1.4.1. Global Architects:
The global culture of design is supported by architects who study what other
architects are creating, no matter where. With fabulous photographs in slick magazines and
professional journals, trend-conscious designers can scan and span the globe, sharing highstyle concepts rendered in stylish materials. Glass, aluminum, stainless steel, copper, titanium
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and natural stone are readily available. If they can't be acquired locally, they can be imported.
[75]

From the architectural perspective, the "International Style" (as it was once called, in
the 1930s) was consciously intended to be the "Architecture of Globalization,‖ Corbusier
built in India, Kahn in Bangladesh, Foster in Japan--and the buildings were Corbusier, Kahn,
and Foster. At a less exalted level, a bank was built in San Juan, Puerto Rico as a glass tower,
totally air-conditioned and energy profligate, in order to be "Just like New York." [75]
We should not be surprised at tendencies to
globalize architecture. Architects spend much time
looking at what other architects are designing, no matter
where. Thanks to fabulous photographs and drawings in
slick magazines and professional journals published in
virtually all developed countries, plus architectural
monographs and other visually rich books appearing
every month, architects can scan and span the globe.
This has created a subculture of high-style design
advocated by architects who are not reluctant to
―borrow‖ design ideas from architects on the other side
of the earth. Many stylish products and materials—glass,
aluminium, stainless steel, copper, titanium, countless
varieties of natural stone—used to clad and finish
buildings are readily available throughout the world. [75]
If they are not available locally, they can be ordered and
imported, as happens with increasing frequency. It is no
longer unusual, for example, to find a building in New
York City with a sophisticated glass and metal curtain
wall manufactured in England or Germany and, in its
lobby, granite and marble veneers imported from Italy or
Spain. While this once would have been considered
prohibitively expensive, global shipping of goods and
services, even for building construction, has become
routine, fast and affordable. [75]
Architects can't seem to make up their minds
about whether architecture should be of a global
"modern" character, where technology imposes itself on
every regional culture--or perhaps architects HAVE
made up their minds, if the evidence is what they do,
rather than what they piously espouse. [35]

(Fig.1.36) The Japanese A+U magazine
is one of the most famous thought-out
Architecture magazines in the world that
features news, competitions,
architectural works, and architects from
all over the world .[59]

(Fig.1.37) The world of architecture
online at the leading architecture
reference site on the web. This gateway
to architecture around the world and
across history documents a thousand
buildings and hundreds of leading
architects with photographic images
and architectural drawings, integrated
maps and timelines, 3D building models,
commentaries, bibliographies, web
links, and more, for famous designers
and structures of all kinds. [44]
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Western architects, at least, seem to have a mindset that categorizes engineering in a
compartment isolated from other cultural concerns--it's the separation of science from
religion, church from state, thinking from feeling--that we schizoid modernists and
postmodernists have inherited from the nineteenth century. [35]
Even before the Charter of Athens and the advent of the International Style,
architecture had a cosmopolitan outlook. But until recently most practices have been
organized around a local, regional, or national framework. Globalization has changed all
that. Enabled by digital and telecommunications technologies, by advanced international
business services, and by the emergence of clients with transnational operations and a
cosmopolitan sensibility, the scope of work of architecture firms is now truly international.
The largest firms in the World Architecture 300 survey, like Nikken Sekkei, HOK and
Gensler, have dozens of overseas projects scattered across every continent except
Antarctica. Even firms at the bottom of the World Architecture 300 league table, like
Theofanis Bobotis and Associates, Arthur C. S. Kwok and Associates, Dominique Perrault,
and Architektenbureau Cepezed, each with just 18 fee-earning architects on staff, have
international projects on their books. [60]
But the economic logic of globalization dictates that an international outlook and an
international clientele must eventually evolve into an international market presence, with
global office networks serving an increasingly complex market. In the 1980s, as the
globalization of manufacturing spread and the information economy began to grow, the
leading firms in advanced business services—accountancy, advertising, banking, and law—
established global networks of their own. [60]
Architecture firms were slower to go global, but the sustained economic boom of the
1990s has seen many of the world‘s larger firms extend their operations through office
networks that are international in scope. Forty-four of the 100 largest firms in the 2001
World Architecture 300 survey have branch offices in another country, their networks
covering much of the globe (Fig.1.38). London is the most popular location for branch
offices of firms with an international office network: 18 of them are located there. Other
popular locations include Washington (14), New York (13), and Los Angeles (12), while
Atlanta, Berlin, Chicago, Dallas, Kuala Lumpur, Madrid, Miami, San Francisco, Singapore,
and Tokyo all have at least five branch offices of the 44 largest firms with an international
office network. [60]
Although each profession has a different clientele and different market imperatives, the
aggregate result is that certain cities have become key nodes for the networks of business
that drive and shape globalization. Geographers at Loughborough University in the United
Kingdom have shown how just a few of these ‗world cities‘ have come to dominate the
nodes and flows of today‘s global economy, which is organized into three main circuits—
the Americas, Europe/Middle East, and Asia/Oceania (Fig.1.39). [60]
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The logic of world city development for architecture firms, as they develop and extend their
global office networks, suggests that they will have to consider carefully where they might
most effectively ‗plug in‘ to the flows of global business. For access to South-East Asia, it
seems to be Singapore rather than Sydney that offers the most extensive web of business
connections. For North-East Asia, it is Hong Kong rather than Tokyo; for Latin America, it
is Miami. [60]

(Fig.1.38) World cities and their regional market areas. [60]

(Fig.1.39) The international branch offices of the 100 largest firms in the World
Architecture 300 survey. [60]

This trickle-down effect and the high status of star architects within the architectural
profession have influenced architecture more generally than the global origins of the star
product. The new architecture has been approvingly dubbed 'supermodern' by the Dutch critic
Hans Ibelings. 'For this architecture the surroundings constitute neither legitimation nor
inspiration for these are derived from what goes on inside the building, from the program. In
many instances these buildings look as if they might house just about anything: an office or a
school, a bank or a research centre, a hotel, a shopping mall or an airport terminal.' [65]
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1.4.2. The urge to “globalize” architecture:
Today pressures to globalize architecture primarily spring from two sources: the
culture of commerce and the culture of design. [1] From time to time, an architectural theory
or movement arises not just to do things differently, but rather with the express aim of
proselytizing and gaining converts and disciples, of disseminating itself and displacing
competing –isms and –ologies. Creative architects and architectural academics can be
especially susceptible to believing that they have found the ―truth,‖ the right way, the
universal way, and then to feel compelled to spread the gospel. They question diversity.
Likewise, governments and government leaders may oppose diversity and instead sanction a
particular philosophy or style of architecture, perhaps exploiting it as a symbol of the state, a
symbol of unity and power. [10]
1.4.3. Globalization and Technology:
Technology plays an important role in
contemporary globalization. Most observers
argue that technology is a force for integration,
making the world a smaller, and a better place.
Technology, it is said, brings "good things to
life." This is true, but only in part. New
technology also plays a role that few people
(Fig.1.40) Nanocomposites are producing
consider. It may contribute to integration, but it stronger, lighter materials that will expand
also may result in economic and political structural options, such as the dramatic
by Andy Naunheimer, a
disintegration, a process that distances people cantilever envisioned [73]
student at Ball State.
living in different parts of the world.
A brief review of some recent developments illustrates the diverse social consequences of
contemporary technology. [66]
At the end of the 20th century, nanotechnology, the manipulation of matter at the atomic
level, made the leap from science fiction to science reality. As governments and industry
around the world begin focusing on nanoscience—and especially its anticipated economic
benefits—the need to consider the links between nanotechnology and globalization grows. [23]
The convergence of nanotechnology with other technologies, the creation of a nano divide,
intellectual property rights, multinational corporations, impacts on trade, and enhanced levels
of surveillance (known as nano-panopticism). Nanoscience and nanotechnology are expected
to revolutionize science and society. Applications of these fields have the potential to
transform medicine, biotechnology, agriculture, manufacturing, materials science, aerospace,
information technology, and telecommunications, to name just a few. Nanotechnology may
be used to create novel organisms through the manipulation of DNA. However, the social
impacts of nanotechnology, including its relationship to globalization, are poorly understood.
[23]
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One important impact linked to globalization is that nanotechnology may reinforce, and
magnify, existing disparities between the rich and poor. Differential rates of diffusion of
these technologies may create a ―nano divide.‖ Like the digital divide that has accompanied
the introduction of new information and communication technologies, it is likely that there
will be nano have and nano have not countries. Some proponents of nanotechnology argue
that scientific advances in this field will bring the end of material scarcity, for example, by
making raw materials such as wood and oil obsolete, due to the ability to synthesize similar
materials. Innovations derived from nanoscience will likely generate intense international
competition for patents and a drive to harmonize intellectual property rights across countries.
This really reinforces the liberalization of ideas between nations and peoples around the
planet making our world much smaller and familiar to everyone, a direct rejoinder to
globalization. [23]
With this concentration of control over nanotechnology, multinational corporations will
continue to play a strong role in shaping global rules for trade, monetary and fiscal policies,
intellectual property rights, and social policies. [23]
Nanotechnology is stimulating significant advances in surveillance and monitoring
technology and may lead to what might be called nano-panopticism. By facilitating the
miniaturization of remote camera technology, nanotechnology makes it possible to place
undetectable video cameras, microphones, and transmitters anywhere one wishes. A
comprehensive monitoring of individuals becomes possible, encompassing credit ratings,
financial transactions, health records, police files, consumption patterns, and so on. More
importantly, increasingly sophisticated data-processing technology enables the effective
sorting of large amounts of information and provides the ability to track individuals as they
navigate their way through the Internet. Nanotechnology magnifies these effects by
increasing the scope and scale of surveillance, and could allow globally coordinated actors
to monitor social behavior on a worldwide basis. [23]
Clearly, nanotechnology has profound political impacts on globalization. It could privilege
states of the developed world and their national security interests. It looks likely to favor
large multinational corporations. And it favors agents of social control who value enhanced
surveillance and monitoring capabilities. Since nanotechnology has the potential to
transform so much in the course of future globalization, it is vital to consider both its
benefits and its risks. [23]

1.5. CONCLUSION
1. This is the supreme challenge for globalization: the cause, the effect and the resolution are
and will be global and local. It will affect all aspects of social, political and economic life and
it will, as day follows night, have a profound impact on architecture. [65]
2. The two poles of contemporary architecture--supermodernism and the particularity of
place--are clear reflections of the two poles of globalization--homogenization and
localization. As joint products of globalization, they must not be seen as totally distinct
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3. The definitive iconic buildings can restore the fabric of cities and give it a distinctive
global meaning. [66]
4. The future of both architectural persuasion of globalization will be tested in the latest and
most urgent global crisis--the survival of the ecology of the planet such that it will continue
to support our global civilization. [66]
5. Society can be made a mirror to architecture. We can understand architecture as a natural
reflection of what is current socially, politically and economically. [66]
6. This is the supreme challenge for globalization: the cause, the effect and the resolution are
and will be global and local. It will affect all aspects of social, political and economic life
and it will, as day follows night, have a profound impact on architecture. [65]
7. Globalization as an international integration, it makes the world a smaller, and a better
place by creating easier communication which makes the contribution of different and new
ideas more condensed and also comprehensive. This helps in building international
understanding, and exposes cultures to each other, advances the civilization of man, and
generating new technologies.
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Nanotechnology

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology is an exciting area of scientific development which promises ‗more
for less‘. It offers ways to create smaller, cheaper, lighter and faster devices that can do more
and cleverer things, use less raw materials and consume less energy. There are many
examples of the application of nanotechnology from the simple to the complex. For example,
there are nano-coatings which can repel dirt and reduce the need for harmful cleaning agents,
or prevent the spread of hospital-borne infections. Moving on to more complex products, a
good example of the application of nanotechnology is a mobile phone, which has changed
dramatically in a few years – becoming smaller and smaller, while paradoxically, growing
cleverer and faster – and cheaper! [32]
The applications of nanotechnology are in all aspects of our life, it can be pertained in
medicine, industry, communications, transportation, and more important, architecture. The
use of Nanotechnology in architecture is wide and varies from the early stages of sketching up
to the final touches of finishing, especially in choosing the right material which will not only
reflect the design but also has a great influence in the methodology of thinking of architecture
according to the new vast options that the nanotechnology offers.
Nanoarchitecture is the integration of nanotechnology in architecture, by using nano-products,
nano-materials, nano-telecommunication, or even nano-shapes.
When introducing a new technology to a
field such as the construction industry, one should
always first examine the benefits it can bring. In
case of the application of nanotechnology, we are
talking about added value, additional functionality,
as well as market demand with regard to product
development. Good design in principle is always
based on demand, and in this way contributes to
the evolution of both nanomaterials and the
resulting nanoproduct – in the long term the
materials and products for which there is a demand
will become established whereas others will
disappear from the market. The use of
nanotechnology is therefore not an end in itself but
follows an ongoing demand for innovation as a
result of the growing cooperation between
scientific global entities of the each country of the
world. [2]

(Fig.2.1) The shimmering blue color of
butterfly wings is caused by light reflections
rather than colored pigments. The wings are
covered with nanostructured scales that
reflect light and through a process of
interference cancel out all colors except
blue. Such colorings are a product of the
laws of physics and cannot fade. For this
reason, researchers attempt to replicate this
effect artificially with paints or colored films.
[2]

Independent of any factor, nanotechnology can make a concrete contribution to the following
areas: [2]
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Optimization of existing products
Damage Protection
Reduction in weight and/or volume
Reduction in the number of production stages
A more efficient use of materials
Reduced need for maintenance (easy to clean, longer cleaning intervals) and/or
operational upkeep
And as a direct result:





Reduction in the consumption of raw materials and energy and reduced CO2 emissions
Conservation of resources
Greater economy
Comfort

In this section, we will have a brief review of the meaning of Nanotechnology and how it is
developing and affecting our life, and especially its influence in shaping a new architectural
style.

2.2. NANOTECHNOLOGY
2.2.1. Definition:
Nanotechnology can be difficult to determine and define. For example, the realm of
nanoscience is not new; chemists will tell that they have been doing nanoscience for hundreds
of years. Stained-glass windows found in medieval churches contain different-size gold
nanoparticles incorporated into the glass — the specific size of the particles creating orange,
purple, red, or greenish colors. Einstein, as part of his doctoral dissertation, calculated the size
of a sugar molecule as one nanometer. Loosely considered, both the medieval glass workers
and Einstein were nanoscientists. What is new about current nanoscience is its aggressive
focus on developing applied technology — and the emergence of the right tools for the job. In
fact, a committee was formed in the USA (the National Nanotechnology Initiative) and the
following defining features of nanotechnology were hammered out: [7]
1. Nanotechnology involves research and technology development at the 1nm-to-100nm
range.
2. Nanotechnology creates and uses structures that have novel properties because of their
small size.
3. Nanotechnology builds on the ability to control or manipulate at the atomic scale.
Numbers 1 and 3 are straightforward, but Number 2 uses the eyebrow raising term ―novel
properties.‖ When we go nano, the interactions and physics between atoms display exotic
properties that they do not at larger scales. ―How exotic?‖ you ask? Well, at this level atoms
leave the realm of classical physical properties behind, and venture into the world of quantum
mechanics. [7]
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Yet, the definition given by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
summarizes nanotechnology as follows: ―Nanotechnology refers to the creation, investigation
and application of structures, molecular materials, internal interfaces or surfaces with at least
one critical dimension or with manufacturing tolerances of (typically) less than 100
nanometers. The decisive factor is that the very nanoscale of the system components results in
new functionalities and properties for improving products or developing new products and
applications.‖ [2]
Or in the words of the American Nanoscale Science, Engineering and Technology
(NSET) Subcommittee of the U.S. National Science and Technology Council (NSTC, White
House), which coordinates the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI):
―Research and technology development at the atomic, molecular or macromolecular levels, in
the length scale of approximately 1-100 nanometer range, to provide a fundamental
understanding of phenomena and materials at the nanoscale and to create and use structures,
devices and systems that have novel properties and functions because of their small and/or
intermediate size. The novel and differentiating properties and functions are developed at a
critical length scale of matter typically under 100nm. Nanotechnology research and
developments includes manipulation under control of the nanoscale structures and their
integration into larger material components, systems and architectures. Within these larger
scale assemblies, the control and construction of their structures and components remains at
the nanometer scale. In some particular cases, the critical length scale for novel properties and
phenomena may be under 1nm (e.g., manipulation of atoms at – 0.1nm) or be larger than
100nm (e.g., nanoparticle reinforced polymers have the unique feature at – 200-300nm as a
function of the local bridges or bonds between the nanoparticles and the polymer).‖ [2]
2.2.2. Historical Background:
Many people like to claim that Feynman's
1959 vision launched nanotechnology. That's wrong
in two ways. First, nanotechnology as a bandwagon
is a phenomenon of the 2000's and, second, the truth
is that nanotechnology has been around for billions
of years. [51]
Man has intervened in nature with technological
developments for millennia in ways which, had it
been packaged in the language of today, would be
called nanotechnology. For example, stained glass
used nanoscale properties of its metallic dopants to
achieve its coloring. Also, the everlasting colors of
the paintings in the Ancient Egyptians temples.
Silver-halide photography is a nineteenth-century
nanotechnology. [51]

(Fig.2.2) Montage. This is a horde of T4
phages attacking a bacterium. Four
aspects of nanotechnology and
nanomachines are highlighted above. [51]
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In 1953, the discovery of DNA, the
biochemical blueprint for life, spawned many
notions and techniques of modern nano selfassembly. Man-made genetic codes and applications
underlie many public policy concerns like genetic
engineering and its evil step sister, bioterrorism. In a
1959 lecture, Nobel physicist Richard Feynman
suggested that one might manipulate matter at the
atomic scale, assembling "nanomachines" by direct
manipulation of atoms. Von Neumann envisioned
self-replicating machines, prompting Eric Drexler,
of the Foresight Institute, to link the DNA blueprint
concept with the nanomachine concept, yielding
fantastic sci-fi-like predictions like grey goo, an
imagined man-made or accidental life-like selfreplicating nanoorganism that devours the world as
it uses almost anything to make more of itself. [51]

(Fig.2.4) Atoms can be manipulated. An
iconic image that caused a sensation in
1989: the letters “IBM” written out of 35
xenon atoms onto a nickel surface. [2]

2.2.3. Milestones of Nanotechnology: [2]
29/12/1959
1974
1981
4/5/1985
1986
1989
1990
1991
MID 1990’s
2000

2007

(Fig.2.3) Montage Nanotechnology
started its biological history with DNA's
discovery and its general technology
history with Feynman in 1959. [51]

Feynman‘s lecture ―There‘s plenty of Room at
the Bottom‖
The term ―nanotechnology‖ is coined
Invention of the scanning tunneling microscope
(STM)
Discovery of ―buckyballs‖
Invention of the atomic force microscope (AFM)
The word ―IBM‖ is written out of individual
atoms
First manufacture of buckyballs in macroscopic
quantities
Discovery of nanotubes
Nations begin funding nanotechnology,
primarily research and development
Article by Bill Joy ―Why the Future Doesn‘t
Need us‖ marks the beginning of the nanodebate
The first worldwide certified seal of quality –
NT Cenarios or ―Certifiable Nanospecific Risk
Management and Monitoring System‖ –
developed by Tuv-Sud in Germany and the
Innovationsgesellschaft mbH, St. Gallen,
Swizerland

(Fig.2.5) A certified product
is one that has passed
certain tests carried out by
TÜV Rheinland Group for,
say, safety and quality. TÜV
issues a certificate of the test
findings. It certifies the
product properties tested
and specifies the norms to
which they were tested. [57]
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2.2.4. What is Nanotechnology?
Nanotechnology is currently all the rage. Accordingly, both the term and the concept
are much over-used. Nevertheless, few people, and even fewer designers, really know what
nanotechnology actually is and what it is good for. It is, however, most definitely more than
just a passing fashion. In fact, at present nanotechnology is still a fledging science but one that
has been forecast an extremely promising future with the potential to change the world around
us. [2]
Nanotechnology originates from the Greek word meaning ―dwarf‖. A nanometer is
one billionth (10 -9) of a meter, which is tiny, only the length of ten hydrogen atoms, or about
one hundred thousandth of the width of a hair! Although scientists have manipulated matter at
the nanoscale for centuries, calling it physics or chemistry, it was not until new generations of
microscopes were invented in the nineteen eighties in IBM, Switzerland that the world of
atoms and molecules could be visualized and managed. In simple terms, nanotechnology can
be defined as ‗engineering at a very small scale‘, and this term can be applied to many areas
of research and development – from medicine to manufacturing to computing, and even to
textiles and cosmetics. It can be difficult to imagine exactly how this greater understanding of
the world of atoms and molecules has and will affect the everyday objects we see around us,
but some of the areas where nanotechnologies are set to make a difference are described
below. [33]

(Fig.2.6) Examples from biological and mechanical realms illustrate various “orders of magnitude”
(powers of 10), from 10−2 metre down to 10−7 metre. [8]
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2.2.4.1. From Micro to Nano
Nanotechnology, in one sense, is the natural
continuation of the miniaturization revolution that
we have witnessed over the last decade, where
millionth of a meter (10 -6m) tolerances
(microengineering) became commonplace, for
example, in the automotive and aerospace
industries enabling the construction of higher
quality and safer vehicles and planes. It was the
computer industry that kept on pushing the limits
of miniaturization, and many electronic devices we
see today have nano features that owe their origins
to the computer industry – such as cameras, DVD
and blu-ray players, car airbag pressure sensors and
inkjet printers. [33]
2.2.4.2. New applications
Because
of
the
opportunities
nanotechnology offers in creating new features and
functions, it is already providing the solutions to
many long-standing medical, social and
environmental problems. Because of its potential,
nanotechnology is of global interest. It is attracting
more public funding than any other area of
technology, estimated at 3.8 billion Euros
worldwide in 2005. It is also the one area of
research that is truly multidisciplinary. [33]

(Fig.2.7) From macro to nano, the four
images of parts of Damascene sabre show
what the blade is made of – carbon
nanotubes are responsible for the
extraordinary strength and flexibility of the
steel.
A Persian knife blade as we see is with the
naked eye
A close-up clearly showing the lighter
carbide fields in the darker matrix of softer,
low-carbon steel.
The other two images (right were taken using
electron microscopy. A small part of a
Damascene sabre was dissolved in
hydrochloric acid revealing the presence of
nanotubes, in this example a multi-walled
carbon nanotube. The striped pattering is
formed by a contrast between the layers of
carbon
Cementite nanowire in a Damascene sabre
encapsulated by a carbon nanotube, a
leftover after dissolving the piece of sabre in
acid.
The scale in the bottom-right of the lower
image measures 5nm, [2]

The contribution of nanotechnology to new products and processes cannot be made in
isolation and requires a team effort, which may include life scientists – biologists and
biochemists - working with physicists, chemists and information technology experts. Consider
the development of a new cochlear implant, and what that might require - at least a
physiologist, an electronics engineer, a mechanical engineer and a biomaterials expert. This
kind of teamwork is essential, not only for a cochlear implant, but for any new, nano-based
product whether it is a scratch-resistant lens or a new soap powder. [33]
Nano scientists are now enthusiastically examining how the living world ‗works‘ in order to
find solutions to problems in the 'non-living' world. The way marine organisms build strength
into their shells has lessons in how to engineer new lightweight, tough materials for cars; the
way a leaf photosynthesizes can lead to techniques for efficiently generating renewable
energy; even how a nettle delivers its sting can suggest better vaccination techniques. These
ideas are all leading to what is termed ‗disruptive‘ solutions, when the old ways of making
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things are completely overtaken and discarded, in much the same way as a DVD has taken
over from videotape, or a flat screen display from a cathode ray tube. [33]
Nanotechnology brings us a step closer towards customized materials with specific
individual properties and represents a shift away from the catalogue of standard materials.
Surfaces emancipate themselves from the underlying material, developing clearly defined
functions that can differ fundamentally from the substrate material. A central aim of
nanotechnology is to consistently use the minimum amount of raw material and energy: from
an economic as well as an ecological point of view, in the long term ―nano‖ is a winning
factor. From the point of view of the client or the user, the most realistic and sensible
application of nanotechnology focuses on aspects of aesthetics, functionality, economy, and
sustainability. [2]
2.2.5. How it works?
2.2.5.1. Nano assemblers:
Nanotechnology is, at heart, interdisciplinary. Only part of it is the use of chemistry to
get at the properties of atoms on the nano level — adding physics and quantum mechanics to
the mix gives a truer picture. Chemists, physicists, and medical doctors are working alongside
engineers, biologists, and computer scientists to determine the applications, direction, and
development of nanotechnology — in essence, nanotechnology is many disciplines building
upon one another. Industries such as materials manufacturing, computer manufacturing, and
healthcare will all contribute, meaning that all will benefit — both directly from
nanotechnological advances, and indirectly from advances made by fellow players in the nano
field. (Imagine, for example, quantum computers simulating the effectiveness of new
nanobased medicines.) [7]
There are two approaches to fabricating at the nano scale: top-down and bottom-up. A
top down approach is similar to a sculptor cutting away at a block of marble — we first work
at a large scale and then cut away until we have our nano-scale product. (The computer
industry uses this approach when creating their microprocessors.) The other approach is
bottom-up manufacturing, which entails building our product one atom at a time. This can be
time-consuming, so a so-called self-assembly process is employed — under specific
conditions, the atoms and molecules spontaneously arrange themselves into the final product.
Some science-fiction plots — they know who they are — revolve around this self-assembly
concept, conjuring up plot lines infested with tiny self-replicating machines running amok.
For the near-term, it looks like the top down approach will be favored because it tends to
provide us with greater control (and, more importantly, it uses some time-tested techniques of
the computer industry). If we were betting men — which we are not, because as men of
science we know that the House always wins — we would venture that the top-down
approach will be the fabrication method of choice for quite awhile. [7]
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2.2.5.2. Nano systems:
Self-assembled
monolayers
are
important
nanostructured systems, which are two dimensional nano
assemblies. The structure of this assembly is such that it
facilitates precise control of molecules. Various spectroscopic,
scattering and imaging techniques have been used to
understand the structure of self-assembled monolayers in
detail. These assemblies have been used in a number of
applications, mostly in the area of sensors. A protoptypical
molecular nanomachine has been by built by using SAMs. The
diversity of SAMs allows almost anything to be grown on
them through appropriate chemistry. [5]

(Fig.2.8) Schematic example of
unit growth. Nanoassembler
fabricating a nanocomputer in
the factory model (courtsy of
K.E. Drexler. C. Peterson and
G. Pergamit). [5]

The bottom-up approach of manufacturing nano
devices has been demonstrated very well. The most celebrated
example is the iron corrals and the molecular abacus made by
IBM researchers (Fig.2.4. pg.31).
However, the use of such an approach to make devices, i.e. placing atoms one at a time to
form a functional structure, cannot have a high throughput. The alternate approaches for
making functional nanostructures must involve self-assembly. In this approach, once the
process begins, structures are formed without external intervention. The structure organizes
itself, on the basis of external conditions. The information required to form the structure is
contained in the molecules themselves. The structure is organized by utilizing weak
interactions such as hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions, and there are
numerous interactions of this kind in a structure which makes it stable. These are the
interactions which make and sustain life, and there are numerous examples of such
interactions in the world around us. [5]
Monolayers are single-molecule thin layers prepared on surfaces. They can be
assumed to be molecularly thin sheets of infinite dimension, just like ultra thin foils. They are
among the simplest chemical systems on which nanotechnological approaches can be
practiced. This feasibility of using monolayers arises from the simplicity of their design and
molecular structure and from the user‘s ability to manipulate them at ease. The possibility of
bringing about patterns of nanometer spatial resolution allows one to incorporate multiple
functions within a small area. [5]
2.2.6. Nano-products (overview):
Nanotechnology, the understanding and control of matter at a scale of one- to one
hundred-billionths of a meter, is bringing incredible changes to the materials and processes of
building. How ready we are to embrace them could make a big difference in the future of
architectural practice. [74]
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(Fig.2.9) This golf
Already, this new science of the small has
club takes advantage
brought to market self-cleaning windows, smogof nanotechnology in
eating concrete and toxin-sniffing nanosensors.
two ways. In the
Three hundred nanoengineered products are now
crown, carbon
nanotubes reinforce
commercially available; $32 billion worth of them
the resin that glues
were sold last year, with sales expected to top $1
the carbon fibres
trillion by 2015. But these off-the-shelf advances
together. In the shaft
offer only a taste of what's incubating in the world's
tip, ceramic
nanotech labs today. [74]
nanoplatelets, only 2
There, work is under way on nanocomposites thin as glass, yet nanometres thick,
capable of supporting entire buildings, and photosynthetic coatings boost the material’s
strength and
that can make any building surface a source of free energy. Such
resistance to twisting.
Technology works by tweaking matter from the bottom up. Recent Source: Wilson
advances in scanning electron microscopes and other technologies Sporting Goods
now make it possible to see and manipulate matter at the molecular
scale more economically than ever before. [74]
Using these tools, nanoscientists are creating revolutionary materials like coatings a single
atom thick, carbon nanotubes that are way stronger than steel yet much lighter, and quantum
dots that could enable us to change the color of almost any object instantaneously. [74]

These remarkable effects are achievable because matter behaves differently at the
nanoscale, where the laws of quantum physics take hold. In this quantum world, objects can
change color, shape, and phase much more easily than at the macro scale. Fundamental
properties like strength, surface-to-mass ratio, conductivity, and elasticity can be engineered
to create dramatically different materials. [74]
2.2.6.1. Nanomaterials; tomorrow's materials:
Nanotech's ―wonder materials‖ have the
potential to revolutionize how and what we build.
One day, carbon nanotubes and other nanomaterials
could so radically transform our material palette that
paper-thin sheets might hold up entire buildings,
forcing us to completely rethink the relationship
between structure and skin. [74]
Carbon nanotubes—sheets of graphite just one atom
thick, formed into a cylinder—are not only 50 times
stronger than steel and 10 times lighter, they are
transparent and electrically conductive to boot.
Nanotubes are already the building blocks for
hundreds of applications, used to reinforce concrete
and deliver medication to individual cells. [74]

(Fig.2.10) The shiny surface that nanocubes
display under the microscope holds its
promise. An ideal medium for storing
hydrogen, its nanopore structure means
that 2½ grams have an interior surface
area equivalent to the size of a soccer field.
They could potentially be used as energy
stores for fuel cells for powering mobile
electronic equipments. [2]
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There are many fascinating examples of nanotechnology applications in new
materials. For example, polymer coatings are notoriously easily damaged, and affected by
heat. Adding only 2% of nanoparticulate clay minerals to a polymer coating makes a dramatic
difference, resulting in coatings that are tough, durable and scratch resistant. This has
implications for situations where a material fits a particular application in terms of its weight
and strength, but needs protection from an external, potentially corrosive environment - which
a reinforced polymer nanocoating can provide. Other nanocoatings can prevent the adherence
of graffiti, enabling them to be easily removed by hosing with water once the coating has been
applied. This has the important knock-on effect of improving urban environments, making
them more attractive to bona fide citizens and less encouraging to criminals. These kinds of
coatings, invented in Mexico, have been shown to work well in parts of Mexico City,
transforming |seedy crime-ridden neighborhoods into increasingly respectable suburbs. [33]
2.2.6.2. Carbon Nanotubes – The Miracle Material of the 21st Century?
Carbon nanotubes are a recently discovered
unique material possessing amazing electronic,
thermal, and structural properties They are highly
conductive both to electricity and heat, with an
electrical conductivity as high as copper, and a
thermal conductivity as great as diamond. They
offer amazing possibilities for creating future
nanoelectronic devices, circuits and computers.
Carbon nanotubes also have extraordinary
mechanical properties - they are 100 times stronger
than steel, while only one sixth of the weight.
These mechanical properties offer huge
possibilities, for example, in the production of new
stronger and lighter materials for military,
aerospace and medical applications. Other
applications include lubricants, coatings, catalysts
and electro-optical devices. [33]
The cost, purification, separation of nanotube types
(Single Walled NanoTubes from Multi Walled
NanoTubes), constraints in processing and scaling
up and assembly methods are still hurdles for some
applications. However, there are already products
containing nanotubes on the market, for example,
in some tennis racquets nanotubes are used to
reinforce the frame and improve the racquet's
ability to absorb shocks. [33]

(Fig.2.11) The name “Buckminster
Fullerenes” is derived from the formal
similarity of the C60 carbon molecule to the
geodetic domes constructed by the
Buckminster Fuller, the famous of which was
constructed for the Montreal Expo in 1967,
and for which Kroto had a soft spot. [38]

(Fig.2.12) The Largest nanotube model in the
world was produced by a team at Rice
University, Houston, Texas. [2]
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Carbon nanotubes can also be mixed with many different materials such as plastics
and textiles, for example to produce lightweight bullet-proof vests. According to engineers at
the Fraunhofer Technology Development Group in Stuttgart the greatest potential for creating
new products lies in harnessing the electrical properties of lightweight and robust nanotubes
to generate heat. Applications range from electric blankets to heat-able aircraft wings that no
longer ice up, to ‗wallpaper‘ heating for cold walls. [33]
2.2.6.3. Nanocomposites:
Nanocomposites, which combine new nanomaterials with more traditional ones such
as steel, concrete, glass, and plastics, can be many times stronger than standard materials.
Already on the market is a nanocomposite steel that is three times stronger than conventional
steel. [74]
In the near term, nanocomposite reinforcement of
steel, concrete, glass, and plastics will dramatically
improve the performance, durability, and strengthto-weight ratio of these materials. Before long,
nano-reinforced glass might be used for both
structure and enclosure. [74]
In the some student projects in the nanoSTUDIO at
Ball State University, nanotube structural panels (Fig.2.13) Biomaterial structural composites,
create transparent load-bearing curtain walls free of like these panels made from flax and cellulose,
columns and beams, quantum dots make walls and turn renewable resources into recyclable
(Source: Architect
ceilings light up or change color with the flip of a building components
magazine). [74]
switch, and nanosensors in building components
create smart environments that constantly adapt to
their environment and users. [74]
In other projects it also addresses the social and environmental concerns raised by
nanotechnology. Privacy, sustainability, and security are just a few of the issues that will be
profoundly affected by nanotechnology. As threats from terrorism and even from natural
forces like hurricanes rise, it will utilize the strength of nanotubes to make our buildings more
secure. Research that is now under way to make Army vehicle windshields bomb-proof, using
polycarbonate-reinforced nanofibers, may soon be applicable to building glass. [74]
2.2.6.4. Nanoparticles:
Nanoparticles measure only a few nanometers and can consist of just few or several
thousand atoms. The material out of which nanoparticles are made is nothing out of the
ordinary. The basic material of nanoparticles can be organic or inorganic, for example silver
or ceramic. They can be elements such as carbon, or compounds such as oxides, or they can
be combination of different compounds and elements. The key characteristic is not the
material itself but the size of the particles. In comparison to their size nanoparticles have a
vast surface area. At this size, a relatively inert material can become highly reactive and
therefore potentially interesting for many different uses, for example as a catalyst. In addition
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nanoparticles have a tendency to form agglomerations. Nanoparticles with less than 1000
atoms, i.e. very small nanoparticles, are called clusters. [33]
Nanoparticles are invisible due to the fact that they are smaller than the wavelength of visible
light and therefore unable to scatter light. For this reason, a solution that contains a 60%
proportion of solids in the form of nanoparticles can still be transparent. [10] Particles at the
nanoscale are below the wavelength of visible light, and therefore cannot be seen.
Consequently, they can impart new properties while being invisible themselves! Fluorescent
nanoparticles or quantum dots (mentioned earlier) have a whole range of possible
applications. They are invisible until ‗lit up‘ by ultraviolet light, and can even be made to
exhibit a range of colours, depending on their composition and size. [33]
Such nanoparticles are ideal for crime
prevention, where goods can be invisibly
‗tagged‘, preventing counterfeiting;
stolen goods can be traced by their
invisible ‗bar code‘ and illicit drugs by
the fact they have no legal identification.
In some countries, cheap agricultural
fuel
is
‗laced‘
with
harmless
nanoparticles, making it easy for police
to identify a stolen consignment, merely
by using ultraviolet light. [33]
Nanoparticles can seem to be
quite strange as they have new and
unusual properties that are not obvious
in the corresponding bulk material.
This is because a nanoparticle has a large
surface area in relation to its size, and is
consequently highly reactive. This is
exemplified by the fine grained materials
that we use in our daily lives, such as
flour, which can become explosive in
some circumstances. Applications of
nanoparticles include nanoparticulate
titanium dioxide for sunscreens, and it
(Fig.2.14) All dimensions are approximate. Nanoparticle
acts as a photocatalytic agent in coatings
is courtesy of the National Center for Electron
that can be applied to stay-clean Microscopy, Lawrence Berkeley Lab, US Department of
windows, causing the dirt to be oxidized Energy.
and easily washed away by rain. [33]
Nanomaterials stand to revolutionize insulating methods because they are structured at the
molecular level to trap air between particles. They are far more efficient than traditional
insulators like fiberglass and polystyrene (which work at the macro level), without the
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environmental harm associated with those materials. And because it traps air at the molecular
level, an insulating nanocoating even a few thousandths of an inch thick can have a dramatic
effect. [74]
For example there is the Nanogel insulation, made by the Cabot Corp., is a form of aerogel,
the lightest-weight solid in the world. Known as ―frozen smoke,‖ nanogel is 5% solid and
95% air. The high air content means that a translucent panel 3.5% thick can offer a high
insulating value (up to R-28). Another company, Nanoseal, makes insulating paints for
buildings. Its insulating coating—applied in a layer only seven-thousandths of an inch thick—
is being used on beer tanks in Mexico by Corona, resulting in a temperature differential of 36
degrees Fahrenheit. [74]
(Fig.2.15) Sand is a good example
of how suspended solids gradually
appear more transparent the
smaller the particle size becomes.
At the minute nanoscalar dimension
the particles are so small that a
solution with 50% suspended solids
appears transparent, even a laser
beam can be seen through it. [2]

Nanocoatings are used to insulate both new and existing materials, or to protect wood,
metal, and masonry, without the hazardous off-gassing of many other coatings.
Nanoengineered ultraviolet curable protective coatings by Ecology Coatings won last year's
Silver Award for Innovation in The Wall Street Journal's Technology Innovation Awards
competition. ―Garbage, paper, and other renewables can be formed into products,‖ says Sally
Ramsey, chief chemist at Ecology Coatings, ―but they have a tendency to dissolve in water.
We can use a very light coating of our product to waterproof these, and they can be used as a
substitute for plastic.‖ [74]
Good for the environment, this technology may be good for our health, too: The Hong Kong
subway system has coated its cars' interiors with titanium and silver dioxide coatings that kill
most of the airborne bacteria and viruses they come into contact with. And in cleansers and
interior paints already used around the world (Behr Premium Plus Kitchen & Bath Paint is
one example), nanoparticles fight mildew. [74]
Nanocoatings can break down dirt as well. PPG Industries and Pilkington Glass both offer
self-cleaning window glass that harnesses nanotechnology. The Jubilee Church in Rome,
designed by Richard Meier & Partners Architects, features self-cleaning concrete:
Photocatalytic titanium dioxide nanoparticles in the precast panels (manufactured by
Italcementi) make them shed dirt. The panels trap airborne pollutants in a nanoparticle matrix
on their surface, and then decompose them. [74]
Similar depolluting nanocoatings can be applied to almost any surface, making it a smogeating machine. In the near future, road surfaces, bridges, and tunnels may be able to
counteract pollution. [74]
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The Swedish construction giant Skanska is now involved in a $1.7 million Swedish-Finnish
project to develop catalytic cement and concrete products coated with depolluting titanium
dioxide. [74]
2.2.6.5. Scents and Flavors:
A surprisingly interesting and lucrative field for the application of nanotechnology is
in encapsulation and delivery technologies, especially for flavors and fragrances. These
technologies were first developed for the delivery of pharmaceutical drugs, and have now
found new applications in foods and household products. Encapsulation is an ideal way to
improve the attributes and performance of a less-than-stable substance that might be affected
by light or air, or have a tendency to sediment. This gives active ingredients a longer shelf
life, stability and protection from harsh processing environments so they can be delivered in a
perfect state at ‗the moment of consumption‘! In household products, nano encapsulation
techniques can aid in the deposition of a cleaner or polish onto a surface such as a floor or
counter; they can provide long lasting scents in household fragrances, and the slow release of
enzymic and other agents in washing machines and dishwashers, helping reduce energy and
water use. [33]
2.2.7. Nano-machines and equipments:
A nanomachine, also called a nanite, is a mechanical
or electromechanical device whose dimensions are measured
in nanometers (millionths of a millimeter, or units of 10 -9
meter). Nanomachines are largely in the research-anddevelopment phase, but some primitive devices have been
tested. An example is a sensor having a switch approximately
1.5 nanometers across, capable of counting specific
molecules in a chemical sample. The first useful applications
of nanomachines will likely be in medical technology, where
they could be used to identify pathogens and toxins from
samples of body fluid. [20]
Another potential application is the detection of toxic
chemicals, and the measurement of their concentrations, in
the environment. The microscopic size of nanomachines
translates into high operational speed. This is a result of the
natural tendency of all machines and systems to work faster
as their size decreases. Nanomachines could be programmed
to replicate themselves, or to work synergistically to build
larger machines or to construct nanochips. Specialized
nanomachines called nanorobots might be designed not only
to diagnose, but to treat, disease conditions, perhaps by
seeking out invading bacteria and viruses and destroying
them. [20]

(Fig.2.16) This is a
representation of a
nanomachine. The colored balls
represent the individual atoms
that comprise the machine. [19]

(Fig.2.17) Nanorobots or
Nanobots can vary in size and
shape. [71]
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Another advantage of nanomachines is that the individual units require only a tiny amount of
energy to operate. Durability is another potential asset; nanites might last for centuries before
breaking down. The main challenge lies in the methods of manufacture. It has been suggested
that some nanomachines might be grown in a manner similar to the way plants evolve from
seeds. [20]
2.2.8. Nanotechnology and the Environment
2.2.8.1. Provoking Sustainability:
By far the most compelling argument for using nanotechnology in architecture is for
greater energy efficiency. Nanotechnology offers a new technological means with which to
tackle climate change and help reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the foreseeable future.
The use of nanotechnology in construction is strongly linked to sustainability. It is the
declared aim of many nations to improve energy efficiency and reduce greenhouse gases. The
first phase of the Kyoto Protocol ends in 2012 and a follow-on agreement will lay down
further measures. CO2 emissions across the world must be halved by 2050 and this is only
possible with resolute and above all immediate action. Energy-efficient construction is
therefore imperative, particularly as construction is a major producer of CO2 emissions.
Architects and planners are called upon to find innovative solutions for slowing climate
change, to combine ambitious architecture with energy efficiency. The use of materials and
surface properties that have now become possible through nanotechnology offer architecture,
interior architecture and related disciplines a means of achieving greater energy efficiency and
sustainable construction through innovation. [2]
If it is about making the maximum use of functions provided by nanotechnology, and with its
help to bring about innovation, then the use of nanotechnology is of lasting value – and
entirely irrespective of arbitrary fashions. To comprehend the implications and potential for
design, a basic knowledge of the different functional possibilities is essential. [2]
2.2.8.2. Harvesting renewable energy
Nanotechnology offers some really exciting
breakthroughs in environmentally friendly technologies
from extracting renewable energy from the sun to the
prevention of pollution. Geoffrey Sacks, the American
Economist, in his 2007 BBC Reith lectures entitled
‗Bursting at the Seams‘, commented: ―The fate of the
planet is not a spectator sport‖. He continued, “We live in
an interconnected world, where all parts of the world are
affected by what happens in all other parts”. [33]
The fossil fuel that oils our everyday lives is responsible
for 44% of the carbon dioxide we emit annually – and
rising! [33]

(Fig.2.18) Ecology and economics
will become inseparably connected,
as preventative measures will prove
to be cheaper in the long term than
remedying the damage caused. [2]
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The good news is that the energy from sunlight is sufficient to meet our needs ten thousand
times over. Today, more efficient and cheaper solar energy collectors are in the process of
being developed using nanotechnology; these could be deployed as small units in our homes.
They work particularly well in diffuse light, so would suit even less sunny climates. [33]
This would have the benefit of not sterilizing precious land (a diminishing resource for food),
and quickly improve the quality of many people‘s lives, especially in poorer housing or in the
less developed world. [33]
Not only do we need new ways of generating energy, we need better ways of storing
it. Nanotechnology is leading to improved, environmentally friendly batteries and supercapacitors. We also need to reduce damage to the environment. Particularly toxic are those
chemicals we use as solvents. Nanotechnology is leading to their eradication through the
development new nanocoatings and nano structured surfaces that can effectively repel dirt and
other contaminants. Coating metals to prevent corrosion also seriously affects the
environment. Many anti-corrosion coatings involve chromium and cadmium, deadly
substances, which the EU is seeking to limit. Of course, vehicle and component producers are
keen to find alternatives, as recycling of toxic compounds is costly and unpleasant, and new
smart nanocoatings are in the process of being developed that are non-toxic and highly
effective. Serious contamination of the environment with heavy metals and other pollutants
are thrown into the atmosphere from the fumes and smoke being emitted from industrial
processes. It is encouraging to note that most of these of these particles and gases (including
carbon dioxide) can be ‗scrubbed‘ out - and even reclaimed and reused, using specially
functionalized nanomaterials, placed in the waste gas stream. Finally, given the old adage, if
you cannot measure it, you can‘t control it, fast, accurate, in-situ and online pollution
monitoring is essential. New, cheap nanosensors are being developed from techniques used
in medicine that will enable us to do this quickly, effectively and cost effectively. [33]
2.2.8.3. Smart environments:
In the future, the environment will interact
with occupants in ways hardly imaginable today,
creating what a 2005 United Nations report calls
―an internet of things.‖ Tiny nanosensors
embedded in building materials will soon be able
to track movement and detect temperature changes,
humidity, toxins, weapons—even money.
Sensors will pick up on users' preferences and
attributes, which will then trigger responses in the
intelligent objects around them, dimming the
lights, altering the temperature, or—as is already
happening with ―push‖ technology that marketers
use to blitz cell phones—alerting them to nearby
sales and events. [74]

(Fig.2.19) Nanosensors will create smart
environments--buildings that sense and
respond to changes within them and to their
users' needs. [74]
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Soon, the design and construction of buildings will incorporate a rich network of interacting,
intelligent objects, from light-sensitive, photochromic windows to user-aware appliances.
Buildings will not be static but will change constantly as their components continuously
interact with users and each other. [74]
These dynamic environments will be almost organic in their ability to respond to changes, so
architects will need to learn to design for change. No longer will we call the work of design
done when construction is complete. That will be only the beginning of the design process,
thanks to nanotechnology. [74]
In the constant urge to innovate and improvise,
man has been breaking many barriers. This trend
has been observed, in the field of nanosensors also,
giving rise to fierce competition for developing
detection capabilities and sensor characteristics.
Towards this end, ‗stand-off detection‘ has been
undertaken in a big way. This pertains to the
detection of harmful and toxic chemicals which
cannot be analyzed under laboratory conditions.
Paradoxically, the detection of these chemicals is
much more important and relevant as compared to
the detection of normal chemicals. This is achieved
by the ‗smart dust‘ approach, wherein small
particles resembling dust are carried by air currents
to the area under investigation. In one such study,
porous silicon was etched out from crystalline
silicon by a combination of anodic and galvanic
currents. These were ground or ultrasonicated to
form the materials for smart dust. [5]

(Fig.2.20) The fictional “smart dust sensory
outfit” (design: Jurgen Mayer H.) is an
intelligent dust cloud: the Bodyguards
continually monitor the surroundings of the
wearer for hazardous physical, biological,
chemical or radioactive dangers and generate
a protective shield in the form of an external
immune system. The dust cloud is, of course,
self-organizing. This description calls to mind
the nano-swarms in Michael Crichton’s novel
“Prey”, although in the latter they are
anything but protective, but rather the
opposite: a deadly treat. [2]

Porous silicon used here exhibits visible photoluminescence. When it comes into
contact with explosive chemicals like dinitrotoluene (DNT) or trinitrotoluene (TNT), its
photoluminescence is quenched due to NO2 produced by catalytic oxidation. The signal can
be monitored from a safe distance and provides information about the nature and quantity of
the chemical present in the ambience. Detection capabilities of parts per billion (ppb) have
been achieved using this system. [5]
Taking this development further, researchers at UC, Berkeley have embarked on an ambitious
project. It entails building an integrated sensor array, complete with power supply, receivers
and transmitters. Each little sensor has the capability of analyzing a multitude of parameters
ranging from humidity to explosives. Every ‗dust‘ particle can communicate with another
through a distance of about thousand feet, thus enabling three-dimensional concentration
profiling. Although questions are being raised about the environmental and health safety
aspects of these systems, it is likely that these problems will be solved in the coming years. [5]
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2.2.9. Nanotechnology and the Society:
In order to understand the nexus between nanoscience, nanotechnology and society in
the context of social change, a few preliminary concepts relevant to both nanotechnology and
other technologies are briefly outlined here. Science, technology and society are intrinsically
interlinked and characterized by mutual interdependency. Since technology is firmly
imbedded in society, it cannot be looked at in isolation.
The application of scientific knowledge and
associated developments are two of the major factors
determining social progress and prosperity. Social
change is as dynamic and complex as social systems
and is both an essential ingredient and the driving
force of social evolution. [5]
A myriad other factors determine, shape and
characterize the technological, social and cultural
evolutionary processes of society. Advances achieved
in scientific and technological knowledge in any
discipline or branch inevitably lead to changes in
social relations, meanings and societal patterns. (Fig.2.21) The IPodnano, a media player
produced by Apple inc. has
Earlier, we have seen how scientific discoveries and revolutionized the media players in the
technological inventions had literally revolutionized recent years. Inspired by the
societies with time. Considering the time factor, nanotechnology in its small size, verity of
technological and social changes may not occur media use and most notable the touch
works only with the human
contemporaneously since the social system takes its wheel which
fingers. [71]
own time to respond to changes and to find its new
equilibrium. The coexistence of several forms of societies and the analogous coexistence of
technologies in the world today, from pre-industrial to state-of-the-art technologies, illustrates
the above. [5]
Given the increasing availability of nanotechnology consumer products worldwide, it
might be expected that the public would be rather familiar with the term ―nanotechnology‖
and understand what it means. However, in the midst of this accelerating commercialization,
publics throughout the world remain largely in the dark about nanotechnology. A major
studies in USA, Europe, Canada and may be China as well has been done showed that
majority of people has heard ―little‖ or ―nothing‖ about nanotechnology. Some allude to this
potential lack of awareness about nanotechnology by the Chinese public by noting that, ―the
scientific community need[s] to better inform and educate the public about the
transformations this new era is likely to bring.‖ Without such public engagement efforts,
citizens and consumers may form negative public perceptions that could hinder
nanotechnology‘s development far into the future. [6]
What is even more striking about the public perception studies mentioned above is
that, in addition to a lack of basic awareness about nanotechnology, publics in many countries
have little to no trust in their government‘s ability to manage the potential risks posed by
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nanotechnology. Such findings were illustrated in Jane Macoubrie 2005 study, Informed
Public Perceptions of Nanotechnology and Trust in Government, which found that even when
participants were provided with information about the roles and responsibilities of
government regulatory agencies, many people believed that they could trust the agencies to
regulate nanotechnology-based products accurately and successfully. [6]
Additionally, by focusing on the issue of monitoring the safety and effectiveness of
cosmetics and over-the counter drugs—two product categories that have seen relatively high
amounts of nanotechnology commercialization in recent years—Hart Research found that the
public feels that federal government agencies, along with universities and independent
researchers, should work together and be involved in such oversight. Such proactive and
integrated policy steps would not only help build awareness, trust, and citizen engagement
around nanotechnology, but they would signal to citizens and consumers that their concerns
are being heard and addressed. [6]
As of now, there is still time to inform public perceptions about nanotechnology and to make
clear that nanotechnology is being developed in a way that citizens—as well as the insurance
industry, corporate investors, NGOs, and regulatory officials—can trust. However, with the
production of nanomaterials ramping up in the US and China, and with more and more
nanotechnology-based products pouring into the marketplace, this window is closing fast.
Without such assurances, publics around the world will increasingly have to make sense of
competing claims, complex science, and emerging risk research with little or no preparation
or support. [6]
2.2.10. Are there risks from nanotechnology?
Some engineered nanoparticles, including carbon nanotubes, although offering
tremendous opportunities also may pose risks which have to be addressed sensibly in order
that the full benefits can be realized. We have all learned how to handle electricity, gas, steam
and even cars, airplanes and mobile phones in a safe manner because we need their benefits.
The same goes for engineered nanoparticles. Mostly they will be perfectly safe, embedded
within other materials, such as polymers. There is some possibility that free nanoparticles of a
specific length scales may pose health threats if inhaled, particularly at the manufacturing
stage. [33]
Industry and government are very conscious of this, are funding research into identifying
particles that may pose a hazard to health or the environment, and how these risks may be
quantified, and minimized over the whole lifecycle of a given nanoparticle. There is no doubt
that nanotechnology has great potential to bring benefits to society over a wide range of
applications, but it is recognized that care has to be taken to ensure these advances come
about in as safe a manner as possible. [33]
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2.3. NANOARCHITECTURE
2.3.1. Definition:
Nanoarchitecture is the conversion of architecture in the new nano revolution in the 21st
century. The use of nanotechnology in architecture varies from materials, equipments, to
forms and design theories. [71]
NanoArchitecture
Changing the way of thinking

New Forms?

Implementing nanotechnology in buildings
Nanomaterials

Devices/Technologies

(Fig.2.22) NanoArchitecture: Nanotechnology in buildings. [71]

2.3.2. Nanomaterials:
In architecture two fundamentally different design approaches prevail when dealing with
materials and surfaces: [2]
A-Honesty of Materials – “what you see is what you get”: [2]
This approach is favoured by those architects for whom
authenticity is a priority and who value high-quality materials
such as natural stone or solid woods.
B-Fakes – artificial surfaces that imitate natural
materials: [2]
(Fig.2.23) “Fakes” – laminates
For the most part, ―fake‖ materials are chosen for cost
that simulate real materials.
reasons. Wood, whether in the form of veneer or synthetic
Real wood exhibits other
haptic, acoustic and sensory
wood-effect plastics, is considerably cheaper than solid
properties than wood
wood. Even concrete or venerable walls can be had en
imitations. [2]
plastique.
Artificial surfaces are ―brought to perfection‖ – the grain can be tailored to appear exactly as
desired, the color matches the sample precisely and does not change over the course of time.
More and more ―patinated‖ surfaces are being created that exhibit artificial aging: instant
patinas precisely controllable. Certain design approaches prefer the provocation of deliberate
artificiality.
In future, a third option will be available:
C-Functional nanosurfaces, emancipated from underlying materials: [2]
The properties of such ultra-thin surfaces can differ entirely from the material they enclose
and can be transparent and completely invisible. Also possible are nanocomposites with new
properties: nano particles or other nanomaterials are integrated into conventional materials so
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that the characteristics of the original material are not only improved but can be accorded new
functional properties or even be made multifunctional. Surface materials that are customized
to have specific functional properties are set to become the norm, heralding a switch from
catalogue materials to made-to-measure materials with definable combination of properties –
a perfectly modular system.
Nanomaterials can extend our design possibilities. The aging process becomes a question of
time frame – it can set in earlier or later according to the material chosen. Likewise, aesthetic,
functional and emotional qualities can be expressed more easily – it is simply a matter of
choice. As such, ―Form Follows Function‖ applies more than ever and for all kinds of
building tasks. [10]
2.3.3. Nanotechnology and Architecture/Functions and Applications
Visionary scenarios, particularly those that
drive the development of new products by
manufacturers, typically have an outlook of 15 to 20
years. Given the longevity of building constructions
and the liability period of the architects, this outlook
is comparatively short – in 15 years most architects
will still be liable for buildings planned today. As
such the use of nanosurfaces and nanomaterials in
construction requires openness towards innovation
and willingness to employ new and forward-looking (Fig.2.24) Microscopic image of a hair with
technologies, not only from the architect but also the inscription taken using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). [2]
client. [2]
Not least for this reason, the following selection of representative case studies complements
the description of the different nano-functions, providing concrete examples of innovative
applications so that all participants have a better idea of how they can be employed. The built
examples from architects around the world are intended to help recognize new developments
in the field. The selection features forward-looking projects from a variety of countries, all of
which were completed in recent years and incorporate nanomaterials or nanosurfaces.
Together they represent a solid and tangible foundation for future developments, providing a
promising outlook on an exciting field. [2]
Wherever possible, an overall impression of each project has been provided rather than
focusing solely on the isolated aspects of the nano-applications. A design or construction
project is always a matter of context, i.e. it makes a difference whether an application is
employed in a football stadium or a private villa. An understanding of the context is also
important in order to convey how products are implemented in the practice of designing our
environment. Without the context, a picture of a product, photographed in a warehouse, would
have sufficed, or perhaps simply a description without illustrations, as ―nano‖ is invisible to
the human eye anyway. By contrast, architecture, interior design and related disciplines are
concerned with real and visible applications. [2]
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2.3.3.A. Self-cleaning: Lotus-Effect®: [2]
-Microscopically rough, not smooth.
-Hydrophobic – water trickles off.
This is one of the best-known means of designing
surfaces with nonmaterials. The name ―LotusEffect‖ is evocative, conjuring up associations of
beads of water droplets, and therefore the effect is
often confused with ―Easy-to-clean‖ surfaces or with
photocatalysis, which is also self-cleaning.
Self-cleaning surfaces were investigated
back in the 1970s by the botanist Wilhelm Barthlott.
He examined a self cleaning effect that can be
observed not only in Lotus leaves. They exhibit a
microscopically rough water-repellent (hydrophobic)
surface, which is covered with tiny knobbles or
spikes so that there is little contact surface for water
to settle on. Due to this microstructure, surfaces that
are already hydrophobic are even less wettable. The
effect of the rough surface is strengthened still
further by a combination of wax (which is also
hydrophobic) on the tips of the knobbles on the
Lotus leaves and self-healing mechanisms, which
results in a perfect, super-hydrophobic serf-cleaning
surface.
Artificial ―lotus surfaces‖, created with the
help of nanotechnology, do not as yet have any selfhealing capabilities, but they can offer an effective
means of self-cleaning when properly applied. The
Lotus-Effect is most well suited for surfaces that are
regularly exposed to sufficient quantities of water,
e.g. rainwater. Small quantities of water often lead to
water droplet ―runways‖ forming or drying stains,
which may leave a surface looking dirtier rather than
cleaner. Without the presence of water, the use of
such surfaces makes little sense. In all areas not
subject to mechanical wear and tear, the LotusEffect drastically reduces the cleaning requirement
and surfaces that are regularly exposed to water
remain clean. The advantages are self-evident: a
cleaner appearance and considerably reduced
maintenance demands.

(Fig.2.25) A microscopic view of a water
droplet resting on a superhydrophobic and
visibly knobbly surface. [2]

(Fig.2.26) The surface of self-cleaning
material is covered with 5-10 micrometer
high knobbles, here enlarged, which
themselves are covered with a nanostructure
and have waxy tips. [2]

(Fig.2.27) The diagram shows clearly the
difference between conventional surfaces
and the Lotus-Effect. [2]

(Fig.2.28) Wood can be given an extremely
water-repellent self-cleaning surface. By
creating nanostructures similar to those of
the Louts plant on the surface of the wood,
the contact area between water & wood is
minimized and surface adhesion reduced.
Water rolls off instead of penetrating the
wood. [2]
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Here is an example for the use of the self-cleaning Lotus Effect applied on a building
surface for a better optimal use and low maintenance façades:
Ara Pacis Museum, Rome, Italy: [2]
Richard Meier & Partners, NYC, USA
Architecture
Lotusan, self-cleaning paint (Lotus-Effect)
Product
Sto
Manufacturer
2006
Opened
After ten years of construction and political debate, the Pacis Museum is now home to
an archaeological highlight in Rome. A tripartite building complex consists of an entrance
gallery with an urban square in front, the main building with the exhibits, conference rooms
and restaurant as well as further areas with space for temporary exhibitions, library and
offices.
The monument itself, the ―Pax Augusta‖, is
now contained within a transparent glazed part
of the building and protected against damage
from the environment.
The remainder of the building is characterized
by large blocks of travertine, typical for Rome,
and surfaces clad in white as typical Meier‘s
architecture.
Here self-cleaning coating has been invisibly
integrated into the white surfaces to ensure the
durability of their color. In the heavily polluted
city, it would not otherwise have stood much
chance of remaining white for long.

(Fig.2.29.A) Ara Pacis Museum exterior. [2]

(Fig.2.29.B) Ara Pacis Museum. [2]

(Fig.2.29.C) Ara Pacis interior exhibition halls. [2]
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2.3.3.B. Self-cleaning: Photocatalysis: [2]
-Hydrophilic surfaces.
-Deposited dirt is broken down and lies loose on the surface.
-A water film washes dirt away.
-UV light and water are required.
-Reduces maintenance requirements.
Photocatalytic self-cleaning is probably the most
widely used nano-function in building construction.
There are numerous buildings around the world that
make use of this function. Its primary effect is that it
greatly reduces the extent of dirt adhesion on surfaces.
It is important to note that the term ―self-cleaning‖ in
this context is misleading and does not mean, as
commonly assumed that a surface need not be cleaned
at all. The interval between cleaning cycles can,
however, be extended significantly, a fact that is
particularly relevant in the context of facility
management. Fewer detergents are required, resulting
in less environmental pollution and less wear and tear
of materials. Likewise reduced cleaning cycles lead to
savings in personnel costs and the fact that the dirt
adheres less means that it is also easier to remove.
A further advantage is that light transmission for
glazing and translucent membrane is improved as
daylight is obscured less by surface dirt and grime.
Energy costs for lighting can be reduced accordingly.
For the function to work, UV light present in normal
daylight is sufficient to activate the photcatalytic
reaction. Organic dirt on the surface of a material is
decomposed with the help of a catalyst – usually
titanium dioxide, which has been used in all kinds of
products. At a nanoscalar dimension, titanium appears
no longer white but transparent, and it‘s also
hydrophilic. Photocatalytic surface coatings are often
applied to façade panels made of glass or ceramics or
to membranes.

(Fig.2.30) Before & After:
On conventional tiles, water forms
droplets that dry leaving behind dirt
deposits.
On the hydrophilic surfaces of
photocatalytic tiles, water forms a film
that runs off taking any loose dirt deposits
with it. [2]

(Fig.2.31) Oleophobic surfaces are
resistant against oils and fats. [2]

(Fig.2.32) The diagram shows the basic
process:
Organic dirt & grime is broken down and
“decomposed”. Until now UV light, such
as present in sunlight, is necessary to
initiate photocatalysis.
When water impacts on the surface, it
spreads to form a film washing away the
loose dirt.
The result: clean surfaces. [2]

As the self-cleaning effect doesn‘t function without water, eaves should be designed so that
they do not prevent rainwater or dew from reaching the façade. It is also necessary in glazing
to abstain from the use of silicon-based seals because the oils they contain transfers to the
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glass and are incompatible with the surface coating, rendering it partially hydrophobic and
resulting in unsightly streaking.
In production, it is only economical for massproduced glass as the coating is usually applied in the
factory using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), a
vacuum coating technique in which an ultra-thin
coating is applied in vapor form. Such coatings cannot
be retrofitted. However, this does not limit its
application exclusively to large buildings; it can be
equally appropriate for example for conservatories
and winter gardens. In road buildings the transparent
coating can also be used, for example for noise
barriers. Tiles with baked-on durable coatings are
available for use both indoors and outdoors. Likewise,
concrete, can also be equipped with a self-cleaning
surface.

(Fig.2.33) TiO2 and PVC coated white
membranes in weathering tests. The
difference is readily apparent: after 5
months the former is still white, the latter
grey & unsightly. [2]

Photocatalytic glass can be combined with other
typically functions such as solar-protection glass. The
market for self-cleaning coatings is expanding most
rapidly in Kapan, where it has become common
practice in many cases for new glazed facades.
Photocatalysis can also be used to achieve airpurifying, water-purifying as well as antimicrobial
properties.
An interesting application is the exploitation of the
cooling effect of evaporating water. The canvas and
steel roofing as well as the windows of a trade fair (Fig.2.34) These roof tiles, which have
pavilion in Japan (Expo 2005) were equipped with a been on the market for some time, have
self-cleaning properties thanks to
photocatalytic TiO2 coating and subjected to a
photocatalysis. [2]
constant stream of water.
Duo to the hydrophilic property of the surface, the water immediately formed a thin film,
which evaporates quickly absorbing in the process ambient warmth and thereby reducing the
indoor temperature. Initial estimates suggest a potential energy reduction of between 10-20%
in comparison to conventional air conditioning.
Narita International Airport of Tokyo, Terminal 1, Chiba, Japan: [2]
Nikken Sekkei Ltd., Japan
Architecture
Ever Fine Coat/TiO2 photocatalytic self-cleaning membrane
Product
Manufacturer Taiyo Kogyo Corporation
2006
Opened
6.250m2
Area
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In 2006, The Narita International Airport
underwent comprehensive renovation. In the process
large were covered with textile. Membranes offer
protection against the weather and therefore improving
comfort for the passengers. As the membranes are
equipped with a photocatalytic self-cleaning coating,
the cost of cleaning and maintenance is kept to a
minimum. In central areas of Tokyo, the use of selfcleaning awnings has been common practice for several
years and they have proven to remain much cleaner
than their conventional counterparts. Although
conventional surface coating, glass, PTFE or ETFE
materials are also self-cleaning, they are not able to
stop dirt deposits from accumulating.
(Fig.2.35) Narita International Airport.
[2]

MSV Arena Soccer Stadium, Duisburg, Germany: [2]
ar.te.plan, Burkhard Grimm, Michael Stehle, Dortmund, Germany
Architecture
Pilkington Activ, photocatalytic self-cleaning glass
Product
Manufacturer Pilkington Deutschland AG/Pilkington Group
2004
Opened
18.0000m2 traffic area
Area
A new soccer stadium was built in the centre
of the Ruhr conurbation to house 30.000 fans of the
MSV, the Duisburg soccer club. More than 15.000m3
of concrete were used, 3500 tons of steel reinforcement,
around 30 steel pylons and last but not least 7.500m2 of
turf (heated from beneath) were laid and an almost
40m2 large screen was erected.
1.500m2 of glass were needed for the impressive 120m
wide glass and aluminum façade. By using a
photocatalytic self-cleaning glass, the cleaning interval
could be lengthened considerably. In addition to its
self-cleaning function, the glass wall also offers solar
protection and noise insulating properties.
(Fig.2.36) MSV Arena Soccer Stadium.
[2]
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2.3.3.C. Easy-to-clean (ETC): [2]
-Smooth surfaces with reduced surface attraction.
-Surface repellence without using the Lotus-Effect.
So-called easy-to-clean (ETC) surfaces are waterrepellent and accordingly are often confused with other
self-cleaning functions such as the Lotus-Effect.
However, unlike the latter, easy-to-clean surfaces are
smooth rather than rough. These surfaces have a lower
force of surface attraction due to a decrease in their
surface energy, resulting in reduced surface adhesion.
This causes water to be repelled, forming droplets and
running off. Easy-to-clean surfaces are therefore
hydrophobic, and often also oleophobic. This function
is used for coating ceramic sanitary installations and
shower cubicle glazing. Wood, metal, masonry,
concrete, leather as well as textiles are likewise
candidates for hydrophobic coatings. Easy-to-clean
surfaces are less susceptible to dirt accumulation (―dirtrepellent‖). The benefit: stress-free and easy cleaning
saves time and costs.
Water droplets are not always beneficial and can
have disadvantageous effects: the drying time is
correspondingly longer and this should be taken into
consideration for particular areas of application. It is
therefore necessary to consider where and how the
easy-to-clean function should best be employed; it is
that droplets dry individually, leaving behind dirt
residues.

(Fig.2.37) “Roll-out marble” – impactresistant, fire-resistant, vapour
permeable and yet water-repellent &
easy-to-clean. The product consists of 4
layers: [2]
1-flexible polymer matting as backing
2-colored ceramic material is applied
3-optional printing
4-ceramised top coat

(Fig.2.38) A comparison of ceramic
surfaces – left without ETC coating,
right with ETC coating.
Flexible ETC ceramic wall coverings,
similar to wallpapers, can withstand
direct exposure to water, such as that in
a shower cubicle thanks to their highly
water-repellent surface. [2]

(Fig.2.40) The angel of contact determines the hydrophobic
degree of a surface. The contact angle describes the degree of
wetting, and is a function of the relative surface tensions of the
solids, water and air. [2]

(Fig.2.39) Ultra-clean white surfaces of
poolside armchairs achieved using
water-repellent surface coatings. [2]
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Science to Business Center Nanotronics & Bio, Marl, Germany: [2]
Henn Architekten, Munich, Germany
Architecture
ccflex, nanoceramic wall covering
Product
Manufacturer At the time of construction Degussa, today Evonik
2005
Completion
The research center was conceived and built for
Degussa, Creavis. With its transparent façade, clear
forms and material and color concept, the architecture
embodies the company philosophy: the transfer of
know-how from science to business.
Degussa benefits from being able to sue their in-house
products: various parts of the interior feature a
particularly robust nanoceramic wall covering. It is
flexible, impact-resistant and is vapor permeable whilst
water-repellent. It can be applied similar to a normal
wallpaper and is available in rolls. Beyond
conventional applications, it can also be used in areas
where conventional wallpaper would be inappropriate,
for instance as a replacement for wall tiles in toilet
areas. The water-repellent surface, together with a
water-repellent adhesive to protect the joins, means that
this product can be used in all manner of water areas. In
this respect, it compares favorably with wall tiles.
Thanks to a slightly mottled coloring, the joins are
practically invisible, giving the impression of a
homogeneous uninterrupted surface.

(Fig.2.41) Waterclosets of the Science to
Business Center Nanotronics & Bio. [2]

(Fig.2.42) Science to Business Center
Nanotronics & Bio. [2]

Kaldewei Kompetenz-center (KKC), Ahlen, Germany: [2]
Bolles + Wilson, Munster, Germany
Architecture
Kaldewei steel-enamel with self-cleaning “Perl-Effekt”, easy-to-clean
Product
surface
Manufacturer Kaldewei
2005
Completion
Kaldewei is unique among bath manufacturers
in that it has its own in-house enamel development and
production facilities. By wrapping its building in a veillike façade of colored steel-enamel panel elements,
behind which the existing melting facilities can be seen,
the company expresses its brand through architecture.

(Fig.2.43) Kaldewei Kompetenz-center.
[2]
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The enameled façade panels are colored in the
company‘s typical color palette and are partially
equipped with an easy-to-clean coating. This coating is
otherwise used in the manufacture of bathtubs to further
improve the ease with which one can clean the already
low-maintenance material.
2.3.3.D. Air-purifying: [2]
- Pollutants and odors are broken down into
their constituent parts.
-Does not replace ventilation, but improves air
quality.
Though not able to completely purify air, the
use of nanomaterials makes it possible to improve the
quality of air. It enables unpleasant odors and pollutants
to be eradicated.
Nanotechnology makes it possible to chemically
decompose odors into their harmless constituent parts.
Here the molecules are cracked, giving off steam and
carbon dioxide. This approach can also be used to
counteract the sick building symptoms (SBS). [2]
Indoors, air purification technology is increasingly
being used for textiles and paints. It should be noted
that although it is possible to improve the quality of air,
this doesn‘t necessarily make it ―good‖. Other factors
such as oxygen content and relative humidity also
contribute to the air quality and should not be neglected
when using air-purifying products.
Yet outdoors, the air-purifying capacity of
photocatalytic concrete for example provides a possible
mean of combating existing pollutants. Recently,
building façades, road surfaces and alike, equipped
with appropriate coatings, are being implemented in
test installations to counteract the effect of industrial
and vehicle exhausts. Applications are air-purifying
paving stones, road surfaces and paints.

(Fig.2.44) Exterior façade of Kaldewei
Kompetenz-center. [2]

(Fig.2.45) Air-purifying materials such as
plasterboard or acoustic panels. [2]

As with indoor air environments, outdoor air
purification applications are only a supporting measure
for tackling symptoms and are an adequate means of
reducing existing pollution. They do not eradicate the (Fig.2.46) The European Hq. of Hyundai
cause of pollution but can be used to reduce smog and Motors Europe in Offenbach, Germany,
is lined with air-purifying plasterboards.
improve the outdoor air quality. The question is [2]
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whether a noticeable difference to the quality of air can
be made with the use of air-purifying surfaces, and how
significant this effect actually is.
With regard to reducing air pollutants, greater attention
should be given to avoiding their emission in first
place. However, it will take a while before
environmental protection aims are fully realized. Until
then, once their effectiveness has been demonstrated,
air-purifying surfaces may offer a possible interim
solution. It remains to be seen whether one day the
extensive use of such surfaces will become standard
(Fig.2.47) Photocatalytic pavement
practice in urban conurbations.
[2]
surfacing.

Jubilee Church, La Chiesa del Dio Padre Misericordioso, Rome, Italy: [2]
Richard Meier & Partners, New York, NY, USA
Architecture
TX Millenium, TX Active, photocatalytic cement
Product
Manufacturer Italcementi
2003
Completion
Three giant sails reaching up to 36m into the
sky give this church and community centre its
unmistakable appearance. Made of prefabricated highdensity concrete, their white color is achieved by
adding Carrara marble and TiO2 to the mixture. The
photocatalytic self-cleaning additive enables the
architect to achieve his trademark white coloring in an
urban environment that is heavily polluted by car
exhaust gases. The building not only remains clean, the
large surface area of the sails also helps combat
pollution by reducing the amount of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxide in the air
considerably.
(Fig.2.48) Jubilee Church, Richard
Meier. [2]

Paving for Leien Boulevard, Antwerp, Belgium: [2]
51N4E Space Producers, Antwerp, Belgium
Architecture
Air-purifying paving tiles
Product
Manufacturer With integrated technology from Mitsubishi
48.000m2
Area
A decorative paving tile was developed for central Antwerp with a multiangular form
whose shape is derived from Moorish patterns. The paving element, which wasn‘t realized for
this project, is equipped with further functionality: with the help of sunlight and oxidative
catalysis, it is able to convert environmental pollutants such as NO into inert nitric acid ions.
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In this way, large areas of the urban realm have the
potential to be used to reduce pollution levels in inner
cities. As such the paving tiles represent an exemplary
combination of decoration and function.
2.3.3.E. Anti-fogging: [2]
-Clarity for steamed-up surfaces
[2]

Due to nanotechnology a permanently clear (Fig.2.49) Air-purifying paving tiles.
view is now possible without the use of electricity. The
solution is an ultra-thin coating of nanoscalar TiO2,
which exhibits a high surface energy and therefore
greater moisture attraction. On hydrophilic surfaces
moisture forms an ultra-thin film instead of water
droplets. It still settles on the surface but remains
invisible. The film is transparent, creating a fog-free
clear appearance. Bathroom mirrors are obvious
candidates for such coating, as are glass surfaces in airconditioned rooms in the tropics, which tend to cloud as
soon as outdoor air streams into a room. Anti-fogging
coatings can also be applied to plastics.
Anti-fogging sprays are effective as a temporary means
of making surfaces appear clear but the effect doesn‘t
last long. Further application areas for anti-fogging (Fig.2.50) Mirrors with anti-fogging
surfaces are currently being developed but are not yet coating do not steam up. [2]
ready for the market place.
Two aspects are common to all anti-fogging variants: condensation itself is not
stopped. Instead, and more importantly, it remains transparent and therefore appears invisible.
A clear view is possible at all times, simply and effortlessly, without the need for heating,
wiping down or a hairdryer.
2.3.3.F. Thermal insulation: Vacuum insulation panels (VIPs): [2]
-Maximum thermal insulation.
-Minimum insulation thickness.
Vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) are ideally
suited for providing very good thermal insulation with a
much thinner insulation thickness than usual. In
comparison to conventional insulation materials such as
polystyrene, the thermal conductivity is up to ten times
lower. This results either in much higher levels of
thermal resistance at the same insulation thickness or
means that thinner insulation layers are required to (Fig.2.51) Different sized vacuum
[2]
achieve the same level of insulation. In other words, insulation panels in storage.
maximum thermal resistance can be achieved with
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minimum insulation thinness. At 0.005 W/mK, the
thermal conductivity of VIPs is extremely low. The
thickness of these VIPs ranges from 2mm to 40mm.
Vacuum insulation panels can be used both for new
buildings constructions as well as in conversion and
renovation work and can be applied to walls as well as
(Fig.2.52) VIP insulation must be made
floors.
to measure & fitted precisely on site. [2]

The lifetime of modern panels is generally estimated at between 30 and 50 years. It can be
applied not just for buildings but also to insulate pipelines, in electronics and for insulating
packages, for example for the cool chain transport of medications.
Seitzstrasse mixed-use building, Munich, Germany: [2]
Pool architekten, Martin Pool, Munich, Germany
Architecture
Vacuum insulation panel (VIP)
Product
Manufacturer Va-Q-tech, Würzburg, Germany
1.250m2
Area
The seven-storey mixed-use residential and
commercial building in Munich is the first building of a
substantial size to be fully clad with vacuum insulation
panels (VIPs). The compact rectangular form of the
white building is punctured by large windows that wrap
around its corners. At between 8 and 10 times greater
efficiency than conventional insulation materials, the
(Fig.2.53) Exterior of Seitzstrasse
ultra-slim VIPs are extremely good insulators.
building. [2]

Their potential lies not only in reducing energy
consumption but also in maximizing the available area
as result of thinner wall constructions. It resulted in a
floor area gain of 10% of the overall floor area.
VIPs were also used in the roof terrace and window
constructions. This inner-city building leads to energy
savings as well as increased economic returns.
2.3.3.G. Thermal insulation: Aerogel: [2]
-High-performance thermal insulation.
-Light and airy nanofoam.

(Fig.2.54) Seitzstrasse building rooftop.
[2]

Aerogel currently holds the record as the lightest known solid material and was
developed back in 1931. It is relatively banal: it is simply an ultra-light aerated foam that
consists almost 100% of air. The remaining foam material is a glass-like material, and silica.
The nanodimension is of vital importance for the pore interstices of the foam: the air
molecules trapped within the minute nanpores –each with a mean size of just 20nm – are
unable to move, lending the aerogel its excellent thermal insulation properties.
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It is used as an insulating fill material in various kinds
of cavities – between glass panes, U-profile glass or
acrylic glass multi-wall panels – and is therefore well
suited for use in external envelopes of buildings. That
way aerogels can help reduce heating and cooling costs
significantly. Because it is translucent, aerogel exhibits
good light transmission, spreading light evenly and (Fig.2.55) Aerogel in combination with
[2]
pleasantly. In addition to its thermal insulating glass.
properties, aerogel also acts as a sound insulator
according to the same basic principle.
With its above-average thermal and sound
insulation properties aerogel contributes towards
energy efficiency, which is its primary functional
property. It is an extraordinary high performance
insulator and a comparatively new product on the
market. A further advantage is its good light
transmission and daylight transmittance. From an
aesthetic point of view, its light weight makes
homogeneous and slender façade constructions possible (Fig.2.56) Glass sample with black
– all in all a whole catalogue of advantages with great edging & aerogel-filled glazing cavity.[2]
potential.
School extension, London, England: [2]
Jacobs UK Ltd., Glasgow, Scotland
Architecture
Kalwall+Nanogel glazing
Product
Manufacturer Stoakes Systems Ltd.
An extension to an existing school building
makes the most of daylighting. The south elevation,
behind which classrooms, the assembly hall, an internet
café and a dance studio are located, is clad entirely in
translucent 70nm thick aerogel-filled panels. It soften
daylight, providing a pleasant and light atmosphere
indoors whilst obscuring the view outwards. Its
excellent thermal insulation properties result in energy
savings, reducing the school‘s running costs and
offsetting the initial investment necessary to finance
such large translucent surfaces.
(Fig.2.57) School extension. [2]
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2.3.3.H. Temperature regulation: Phase change materials (PCMs): [2]
-Passive temperature regulation.
-Reduced heating and cooling demand.
The good thermal retention of PCMs can be
used both in new and existing buildings as a passive
means of evening out temperature fluctuations and
reducing peak temperatures. It can be used both for
heating as well as cooling. As PCM is able to take up
energy (heat) without the medium itself getting warm,
it can absorb extremes in temperature, allowing indoor
(Fig.2.58) Close-up of a phase-changing
areas to remain cooler for longer, with the heat being material embedded in glazing. [2]
retained in the PCM and used to liquefy the paraffin.
Energy is stored latently when the material changes
from one physical state to another, whether from solid
to liquid or from liquid to gaseous. The latent warmth
or cold, which effectively fulfils a buffer function, can
be used for temperature regulation.
The
predefined,
so-called
switching
temperature, in which the phase changes from one
physical state to another occurs in latent heat storing
materials designed for construction, is defined as 25oC,
as above this temperature the indoor air temperature is
generally regarded as being unpleasantly warm.
Depending upon the PCM used, to regulate a 5oC
increase in temperature only 1mm of phase change
material is required in comparison to 10-40mm of
concrete. The PCM has a far greater thermal capacity: a
concrete wall warms up much more quickly whilst the
temperature of a PCM remains unchanged. In the
meantime, PCMs have become available in the form of
additives that can be integrated into conventional
building materials such as plaster, plasterboards or
aerated concrete blocks with specific retention
properties. In addition to conserving energy by
reducing the energy demand for heating & cooling,
PCMs are also recyclable and biologically degradable.

(Fig.2.59) Right; an image of an opened
microcapsule embedded in a concrete
carrier matrix, taken using SEM.
Left; an image of minute paraffin-filled
capsules in their solid state, taken using
light microscopy. They exhibit an
exceptionally high thermal capacity and
during a phase change turn to liquid. [2]

(Fig.2.60) Layer composition of a
decorative PCM gypsum plaster applied
to a masonry substrate. Although only
15mm thick, it contains 3KG of microencapsulated latent heat storage material
per square meter. [2]

"Sur Falveng" housing for elderly people, Domat/Ems, Switzerland: [2]
Dietrich Schwarz, GlassX AG, Zurich, Switzerland
Architecture
Latent heat storing glass, PCM, GLASSXcrystal
Product
Manufacturer GlassX
148m2 GlassXcrystal glazing
Area
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A building with 20 disabledaccesses sheltered flats in the Swiss
Alps. All flats have large expanses of
south-facing glazing and, depending on
the season, the flats are heated actively
or passively.
(Fig.2.61) "Sur Falveng" house for elderly people, façade.
[2]

The central of three cavities of an 8cm thick composite glass element contains a slat hydrate
fill material that functions as a latent heat store for solar heat and protects the rooms from
overheating. The latent heat store has a thermal absorption capacity equivalent to a 15cm
thick concrete wall. The glass panel is transparent when the fill material has melted when
frozen. The material's change of state is therefore immediately reflected in the building's
appearance. The buffer function of the latent heat store enables the indoor temperature to be
regulated mostly passively, resulting in significant energy savings for heating (and cooling).
2.3.3.I. UV protection: [2]
-Lasting and highly transparent protection.
There are two kinds of UV protection, both of
which are organic and employ additives. Both are
typically used in combination: one variant involves the
use of UV absorbers that filter out the harmful rays in
sunlight before they come into contact with the material
itself. As such they need to be on an upper layer and are
typically applied in the form of a protective lacquer.
The second approach uses so-called free-radical
scavengers, which in contrast to the first approach take
effect at a later stage.
A prerequisite of protective coatings is that they are
transparent so that the coloring and structure of the
material beneath is preserved. To achieve this, the
individual inorganic UV-absorbing particles in the
formulation must be smaller than 15nm in size. Below
this size they no longer scatter visible light and become
effectively visible.

(Fig.2.62) Electron microscope image
of UV-absorbent zinc oxide particles
contained within a clear varnish. In
order for the material to remain
transparent, the particles must be
sufficiently small and not clump
together; the even distribution can be
seen clearly. [2]

2.3.3.J. Solar protection: [2]
-No blinds necessary.
-Glass darkens automatically or is switchable without the need for a constant electric
current (memory effect).
The advent of nanotechnology has provided a new means of integrating
electochromatic glass in buildings. The primary difference to the earlier product is that a
constant electric current is no longer necessary.
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A single switch is all that is required to change the
degree of light transmission from one state to another,
i.e. on switch to change from transparent to darken and
a second to change back. The electrical energy required
to color the ultra-thin nanocoating is minimal and the
switching process itself takes a few minutes.
Photochromatic glass is another solution for darkening
glass panels. Here the sunlight itself causes the glass to
darken automatically without the switching.
Nanotechnology has made it possible to provide an
energy-efficient means of solar protection that can also
be combined with other glass functions.

(Fig.2.63) Electrochromatic glass with
an ultra-thin nanocoating needs only
be switched once to change state,
gradually changing to a darkened yet
transparent state. At present the
maximum dimension of glazing panels
is limited (maximum size is
120*200cm). [2]

2.3.3.K. Fire-proof: [2]
-Highly efficient fire protection.
-Light and transparent.
The German Degussa has produced the Aerosil
material, a pyrogenic silicic acid used for a number of
purposes including the paint industry. The pyrogenic
nanoparticles, or nano-silica, are only 7nm large and
due to their relatively large surface area are highly
reactive. Depending on the desired duration of fireresistance, the highly effective fill material is
sandwiched between one or more panes of glass.
Standard products are generally between 90 and 380m2
per gram!
The main advantages are the comparatively lightweight
of the glass, the slender construction and accompanying
optical appearance as well as the long duration of fireresistance. In the event of fire, the fire-resistant layer
expands in the form of foam preventing the fire from
spreading and keeping escape routes accessible for
users and firefighters alike. The additional layer doesn't
exhibit any clouding, streaking or fractures and is
practically invisible. An additional side effect is
improved noise insulation.

(Fig.2.64) A robust sandwich panel
made of straw and hemp with a glassy
coating that serves as bonding agent
and is also fire-resistant. When exposed
to fire the product smolders and
extinguishes. [2]

(Fig.2.65) The gel fill material in the
glazing cavity (here faulty but clearly
visible) foams when exposed to fire for
an extended period. [2]

Flame-resistant lightweight building boards, sandwich constructions made of straw and hemp,
are a further interesting application by coating the product in a transparent covering of glasslike particles, it's to render its weatherproof and flame-resistant. The glass-like coating also
serves as the adhesive and further flam-retardant additives are not required. It is of particular
interest for corridors, foyers and meeting rooms, i.e. wherever fire safety is very important.
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Deutsche Post headquarter, Bonn, Germany: [2]
Murphy/Jahn, Chicago, IL, USA
Architecture
SGG Contraflam fire safety glass
Product
Manufacturer Vetrotech SaintGobain
2005
Completion
90.000m2 gross floor area
Area
The landmark 160m high office tower in Bonn
accomodates more than 2000 members of staff. The
oval towers façade is clad in high-tech transparent
glazing and transparent materials are also used
throughtout its interiors: glazed partition, glazed
staircases and glazed connecting bridges are central
elements of the interior design concept. A fire safety
glass with a particularly slender profile was selected for
the project. Space, form, construction and materials are
carefully coordinated, resulting in a harmoious overall
concept.

(Fig.2.66) Interior spaces in the Deutsch Post HQ. shows the
huge amount of the used fire-proofing glass. [2]

(Fig.2.67) Deutsche Post HQ.
Germany. [2]

2.3.3.L. Anti-graffiti: [2]
-Permeable surfaces with permanent anti-graffiti coating.
-Highly hydrophobic and dirt-resistant.
An anti-graffiti function is intended as a
preventative measure to avoid unsightly graffiti to
buildings or construction such as noise barriers, walls
and bridges piers. Nanotechnology has provided a new
means to protect existing building fabric by anti-graffiti
coatings. They are highly effective and are used to
make building materials water-repellent. Their
extremely hydrophobic properties mean that graffiti can
be removed more easily with appropriate detergents. (Fig.2.68) Historic monuments such as
the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin are
Even porous and highly absorbent materials such as protected with an anti-graffiti coating. [2]
brick, lime sandstone, concrete and other similar
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materials can be protected efficiently using such nanobased coatings. Although the coating is effectively an
impregnation, unlike other systems it doesn't close the
pores of the material, allowing the material to retain its
vapor permeability. As the material remains permeable
potential damage resulting from dampness is avoided.
The ultra-thin nanocoating lines the capillary pores
without closing them. More dense materials such as
compressed concrete in general require less coating
material. In addition, the coating also reduces dirt
accumulation significantly, making the coating
applicable for use on floor surfaces too. The effect of
the impregnated coating is a result of several layers of
molecules.

(Fig.2.69) The UEFA headquarter in
Nyon, Switzerland, is fitted with
flooring that makes it easier to remove
chewing gum. [2]

New Centre Ulm, Ulm, Germany: [2]
Stephan Braunfels Architekten, Berlin, Germany
Architecture
Faceal Oleo HD, anti-graffiti and dirt-repellent coating
Product
Manufacturer PSS Interservice
2006
Completion
6700m2 total gross floor area
Area
Ever since the destruction caused during the
WWII, the urban state of the Neue StraBe in Ulm has
remained unresolved. On one side it borders on the Ulm
Minster and Richard Meier's Stadthaus building, on the
other side the medieval city hall and Gottfried Böhm's
city library building. The insertion of two new infill
buildings, a Sparkasse bank building and the
Münstertor department store, provides better definition
of the surrounding urban space. The Sparkasse consists
of two intersecting volumes that meet to form a glazed
slot opposite the city hall. The tapering form of the
department store relates to the medieval scale of the
surroundings.
Both buildings have exposed concrete façades whose
clean-cut forms are best appreciated when the surfaces
are equally clean. For this reason, the concrete surfaces
(Fig.2.70) New Centre Ulm, Germany. [2]
have been coated with a nanoscalar high-tech coating.
Such dirt-repellent anti-graffiti surfaces are well suited
for use in urban environments where the potential for
undesirable defilement is particularly great. Unsightly
damage to buildings can be avoided as a result.
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2.3.3.M. Anti-reflective: [2]
-Improving solar transmission.
The use of anti-reflective glass to solve the
problem of reflection is in itself nothing new. In interior
architecture, such glass is used in exhibition design for
glass cabinets for example. Its complicated
manufacture, which involves applying several layers,
means that it is expensive and other disadvantages.

(Fig.2.71) A Photovoltaic module with
and without anti-reflective (AR) solar
glass coating. [2]

Transparent nanoscalar surface structures, where the
particles are smaller than the wavelength of visible
light, offer not only an innovative but also a costeffective and efficient anti-reflective solution. Their
structure consists of minute 30-50nm large silicondioxide (SiO2) balls. A coating thickness of 150nm is
regarded as ideal. The ratio of reflected light reduces
from 8% to less than 1%. Another cost-effective means
of producing anti-reflective surfaces is the moth-eye
effect, the cornea of moths, which are active mostly at
night, exhibits a structure that reduces reflections.
The disadvantages of conventional anti-reflective
technology, such as the limited spectral region and the
complex production process, are eradicated using
nanotechnology.

(Fig.2.72) Silica glass capsules are
used in nanoporous anti-reflective
coatings with a thickness of 150nm that
are also able to reflect the invisible
spectrum of light. [2]

Anti-reflective glass can now be used in large quantities in construction in order to
benefit from the increased solar transmission resulting from broadband spectral de-reflection.
Of particular interest is the increased efficiency of photovoltaic systems as the entire spectrum
of solar energy from 400 to 2500nm is now transmitted. The degree of transmission at low
angles of incidence is also much better than before making such systems less dependent upon
the angle of the sun. By reducing the amount of under-utilized and therefore lost solar energy,
the energy gain and efficiency of the photovoltaic systems is improved, resulting in an overall
performance gain of up to 15%.
2.3.3.N. Antibacterial: [2]
-Bactria are targeted and destroyed.
-The use of disinfectants can be reduced.
-Supports hygiene methods – especially in health care environments
Photocatalytic surfaces have an antibacterial side effect due to their ability to break
down organic substances in dirt. With the help of silver nanoparticles –for its antimicrobial
properties, it is possible to manufacture surfaces specifically designed to be antibacterial or
germicidal.
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Various products are already commercially available
and the product palette ranges from floor coverings to
panel products and paints to textiles with an innovative
finish that renders them germ-free.
The antibacterial effect of silver results from the
ongoing slow diffusion of silver ions. The very high
surface area to volume ratio of the nanoparticles means
that the ions can be emitted more easily and therefore
kill bacteria more effectively. The antibacterial effect
itself is also permanent – it doesn't wear off after a
period of time.

(Fig.2.73) Contact surfaces such as
light switches, door grips and handles
are typical germ accumulators. An
antibacterial material, such as that
used for this light switch, can prevent
germs spreading. [2]

As the use of disinfectants in health care cannot
yet be avoided, it is important that coatings and
materials are proven to withstand standard
disinfections. In addition, it is also advisable to equip
surfaces with an anti-stick function to prevent the buildup of a bio-film of dead bacteria from which new
bacteria could eventually grow.
(Fig.2.74) Nanoscalar silver particles
contained in the glaze applied to
ceramic sanitary installations lend it
antibacterial properties. [2]

Operating Theatre, Goslar, Germany: [2]
Schweitzer + Partner, Braunschweig, Germany
Architecture
"Hydrotect" tiles, photocatalytic surface with antibacterial effect
Product
Manufacturer Agrob Buchtal Architectural Ceramic, Deutsche Steinzeug AG
2005
Completion
In both operating theatres, the floors and walls
have been clad in photocatalytic tiles. Hygiene is of
primary importance in operating theatres and
antibacterial tiling contributes to lessening the risk of
infection. In the Klinikum im Friedrichshain, the
architects have gone one step further and minimized the
amount of tile joints, lessening weak points where
bacteria can settle and lending the room a calmer
appearance. Large-format tiling is more difficult to lay,
and a conventional tile format was chosen for the hightech antibacterial tiles used in the Harzkliniken. The
light-colored grouting contrasts pleasantly with the
fresh green tiling.

(Fig.2.75) Operation theatre interior
shows the green antibacterial tiles. [2]
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2.3.3.O. Anti-fingerprints: [2]
-No more visible fingerprints.
Steel and glass are popular materials in
architecture when used in interiors they have a
disadvantage – fingerprints show very clearly and
affected by repeated touching. The appearance of
cleanliness, whether desirable for aesthetic or hygienic
reasons, vanishes when surfaces are covered in
fingerprints. An anti-fingerprint coating can offer a
suitable solution for this problem and in some cases
makes it possible to employ such materials in the first
place. With the help of these coatings fingerprint marks
are made practically invisible. The coating alters the
refraction the light in the same way the fingerprints
itself does so that new fingerprints have little effect –
one can think of the coating as a kind of enlarged
fingerprint. The light reflections on the coating make
steel or glass surfaces appear smooth, giving the
impression of cleanliness that many users have come to
expect. The coating itself is ultra-thin and steel that has
been coated can be bent into shape without the coating
breaking or fracturing. This can be useful for the
production of particular architectonic details and the
coating is used mainly for applications such as lifts,
cladding and furniture.

(Fig.2.76) The effect of the antifingerprint coating on this sheet of
stainless steel is clearly evident. [2]

Facility management benefits from this as well
as other nanocoatings as they lead to a reduction in
cleaning costs. A more recent innovation is a touchproof coating that can also be used for coloring matt
glass.
An important aspect here, as with other nanocaotings, is
scratch-resistance, which should be assessed carefully
depending on where the product is to be used. Antifingerprint coatings are useful for stainless steel and
sandblasted glass wherever one can expect people to
touch them, i.e. where they are in easy reach.
Nanocoatings enable glass and steel to be used for
interiors without being impaired by visible finger –and
handprints and obviate the need for regular cleaning; in
short, to achieve a clean appearance.

(Fig.2.77) The critical area around
doorknobs. [2]
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2.3.3.P. Scratchproof and abrasion resistant: [2]
-Improvement of scratch and abrasion resistance.
-Transparent coating.
-Creating a basis for durability.
Nanotechnology makes it possible to improve
scratch-resistance whilst maintain transparency.
Scratch-resistance is a desirable property for many
materials and coatings can be applied to materials of
different kinds such as wood, metal and ceramics.
In architectural context, scratchproof paints and
varnishes are desirable, for instance to protect the
varnished surfaces of parquet flooring or the surfaces of
other gloss lacquered surfaces. Consumers who
associate patina with negative connotations such as a
"lack of care" and "old and worn" will value a durable
gloss that maintains its original appearance.

(Fig.2.78) Abrasion tests indicate a
surface's resilience against abrasion
and wear and tear. [2]

Scratch-resistant surfaces in combination with UV protection and easy-to-clean properties
seem to be a particularly attractive combination for many users, in order to reduce traces of
use. Likewise cleanly designed surfaces maintain their appearance better through the use of
scratchproof and abrasion-resistant surfaces.
2.3.3.Q. The holistic application of nanosurfaces in interiors: [2]
Nano functions have been employed in interior design only occasionally if at all, and
more or less by chance. Three schematic plans for a hotel room in a clinic or hospital and a
bank branch and demonstrate concepts for a general strategic approach to using nano
functions in interior design. The overall concept varies depending on the respective needs of
the different uses. The spaces are optimized through the strategic use of nanosurfaces with
regard to aesthetic, economical and ecological concerns.
Improved comfort and cost-effectiveness go hand in hand. Cost assessments should
take account not only of the initial expenditure but also the follow-on costs, which are
reduced considerably. Despite the fact that these are visionary concepts, they could already be
realized today in this or a similar form.
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(Fig.2.79) A schematic plan for a hotel room with a general strategic approach for the use
of nanomaterials. [2]
01 – Curtains: Air-purifying

10 – Bedding: Anti-bacterial

02 – Window: Self-cleaning photocatalytic

11 – Light Switches: Anti-bacterial, non-stick

03 – Window: Self-cleaning photochromatic
or electrochromic
04 – TV: Anti-reflective

12 – Wall Paint: Air-purifying
13 – Upholstery: Air-purifying

05 – Wall Paint: Air-purifying

14 – Glass Table: Anti-fingerprints

06 – W.C.: Easy to clean
07 – Mirror: Anti-fogging
08 – Bathtub & Shower Screen: Easy to
clean, non-stick
09 – Walls: Nanoparticles ceramic covering

15 – Carpet: Air-purifying
16 – Sanitaryware: Anti-fingerprints
17 – Frosted Glass: Anti-fingerprints
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(Fig.2.80) A schematic plan for a patient room in a hospital with a general strategic
approach for the use of nanomaterials. [2]
01 – Tiles: Anti-bacterial

09 – Walls: Nanoparticles ceramic covering

02 – Sanitaryware: Anti-fingerprints

10 – Curtains: Air-purifying

03 – Tiles: Anti-bacterial

11 – TV: Anti-reflective
12 – Call-button, Light Switch, TV/Radiobuttons: Anti-bacterial

04 – W.C.: Easy to clean
05 – Wall Paint: Air-purifying

13 – Mirror: Anti-fogging

06 – Upholstery, Carpets: Air-purifying,
oxidative catalysis
07 – Table Surfaces: Anti-fingerprints,
scratchproofing
08 – Window: Self-cleaning photocatalytic

14 – Shower Screen: Easy to clean, anti-fogging
15 – Doorknobs: Anti-fingerprints, antibacterial
16 – Carpets: Anti-bacterial, air-purifying
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(Fig.2.81) A schematic plan for an office room in a bank branch with a general strategic
approach for the use of nanomaterials. [2]
01 – Glass Table: Anti-fingerprints

08 – Chairs: Dirt-repellent

02 – W.C.: Easy to clean

09 – Upholstery: Air-purifying

03 – Walls: Nanoparticles ceramic covering
04 – Window: Self-cleaning photochromatic or
electrochromic
05 – Windows: Self-cleaning photocatalytic
06 – Walls: Nanoparticles ceramic covering
07 – Switches & Handles: Antibacterial, non-stick

10 – Sanitaryware: Anti-fingerprints
11 – Screen: Anti-reflective
12 – Carpet: Air-purifying
13 – Counter: Anti-fingerprints
14 – Screen: Anti-reflective
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2.4. CONCLUSION
2- Nanotechnology is a fusion technology and therefore incorporates, for instance, bio and
information technologies. The synergy effects, resulting from the interface of two or more
systems, will amplify the complexity and inevitably exceed the hypothetical consequences of
one single technology. [5]
3- The world is entering the sphere of nano, even where information and communication
technologies have not yet pervaded society at large. In the developing countries, where preindustrialized and post-modern technologies coexist with the newly emerging technologies,
nano-engineered commodities and services can be designed for the needs of people belonging
to pre-industrialized, post-modern or knowledge societies since no preclusions apply. [5]
4- As far as the predictions of nano‘s future are concerned, global trends suggest that nano is
gathering momentum. Expansion in scientific research and development, public and corporate
investments, public-private partnerships, media coverage, patents, services and devices clearly
indicate that nanotechnology is growing rapidly. [5]
5- Nano has the potential to become the flagship of the new millennium‘s building methods
and architectural style in the developed as well as in the developing worlds. Nanotech will
certainly not replace all other technologies used in architecture, but will coexist with and
borrow from the technological inventions of the past. It is thus unlikely that the nano era will
replace the digital. Instead, the digital age will converge with the nano, and their synergy
effects will lead to fundamental and irreversible alterations in the existing, cultures and
institutions of society, societal organization, and various mechanisms and patterns, including
the demographic structure of society. [5]
7- Nanoarchitecture would be the upcoming new architectural trend of the contemporary time.
The impact of such new technology will exceed those of the precedent technologies because
the intensity of the impact of any phenomenon is positively correlated with its pervasiveness.
The circumstances indicate that the possible impacts of nanotech will exceed even those of
the past century revolt against classicism.
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Part Three

Applications

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Nanoarchitecture as the new contemporary architectural style of the 21st century that
will revolutionize the architecture world in every way either the way architects think or how
they inspire their ideas, the used materials in building, finishing materials, or the way we
demonstrate to the world and building users. However, architecture has a small role to play in
our daily life but it has a great influence in the world we live in, and its contribution to the
daily behavior of man is notably in the way we design buildings. [71]
Since the beginning of the 20th century and architects
are finding different ways to employ new
technologies in architecture, from the industrial
revolution and the invention of steam engines,
elevators, or the use of steel in buildings construction
that has notably changed how the building look like,
or how it is built, to the designs, schools and
movements; these ideas has led to an emerging
philosophies and theories every day that reshaped the
architecture of the past century. Nevertheless, the
Bauhaus school -leaded by Walter Gropius- between
1919 and 1933 with their main objective to unify art,
craft, and technology has became one of the most
influential currents in Modernist architecture and
modern design coupled with the famous quotation of
Mies Van der Rohe ―Less is more‖; together with Le
Corbusier who used the Golden Ratio to produce a
Modulor system for the scale of architectural
proportion and his realization of how the automobile
would change human agglomerations has converted
the architecture from classical, into Modernism, and
International Style. [71]
This adaptation of technology has peaked in
the second half of the 20th century with the discovery
of new conventions of different materials has led to
an emerging new styles and patterns of thinking that
has revolted the traditional way of thinking in
architecture. It is very clear that Peter Eiseman and
Frank Ghery with their warped unusual forms have
developed a new movement unlike early modernist
structures. [71]

(Fig.3.1) The Dancing House of Frank
Ghery completed in 1999; represents the
idea of deconstructing and reconstructing. A new style of architecture
that emerged by the end of the 20th
century. [6]

(Fig.3.2) Walt Disney Concert Hall,
designed by Frank Ghery in 2003 shows
how the new materials has helped the
architect to develop his ideas to come up
with different new adaptable forms and
construction system. [7]
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Deconstruction structures are not required to reflect specific social or universal ideas,
such as speed or universality of form, and they do not reflect a belief that form follows
function. These architects would not have been able to come forth with new ideas or forms
unless they relayed on new technologies and different palette of materials to shape their
unusual deconstructed but creative forms.
The neo-liberal thinking of the beginning of the 21st century exaggerated by the global
economy and the emerging corporations and the free market has affected the architectural
styles of the past few decades. Transparent and flimsy structures were dominating and it
became phenomena all over the world that one cannot relate the building style to an ethnic
place which led finally to a global fashion under the name of globalization.
The global architecture allowed the swift changes in architecture in the past decades to
today‘s contemporary forms. With the aid of new technologies, especially nanotechnology
the architecture would witness a gigantic revolution in all architectural aspects. By starting to
deliberate his thoughts and conception of materials, construction, forms, functions, programs,
etc. the architect has to cope with this new pace of technology and the everlasting flood of
information in the current century. Thus, contributes to the architectural inspiration which
relies on the creativity with no limits in order to be able to form new exquisite patterns of
architecture, produce more controversial ideas and create novel designs for the current and
future generations.

3.2. CHANGING THE WAY OF THINKING
3.2.1. 21st century and Nano revolution:
The world of materials science is witnessing a
revolution in the exploration of matter at the small
scale. Sub-atomic particles have been a fascination
since the first half of the 20th century. High-energy
accelerators allow us now to penetrate the constituents
of sub-atomic particles. This is an ongoing quest. New
and improved properties of materials whose
constituting units are nanosized objects make one
explore these objects in further detail. When matter at
(Fig.3.3) These pollen grains taken on
nanoscales can perform functions hitherto done by bulk an SEM show the characteristic depth of
materials and their assemblies, many things field of SEM micrographs. [26]
inconceivable in the past can be achieved. [74]
Imagine devices such as moving bodies 1000 times smaller than a bacterium. Imagine
complex machines as small as a virus. In fact the virus itself is such a machine, created by
nature. Obviously reducing dimension and consequent exploration of properties has no limit.
This takes one to the famous, oft-repeated statement of Feynman, ―there is plenty of room at
the bottom.‖ One can start arranging molecules to achieve the functions of a complex
machine. A future with controlled molecular assemblies of this kind, the molecular
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nanotechnology, will revolutionize everything—from food to thought will change with this
newly acquired power. [74]
3.2.2. Molecular Nanotechnology (MNT):
Molecular Nanotechnology represents a new phase in the evolution of manmade
structures. The central thesis that nanotechnology is ―capable of producing almost any
chemically stable structure that can be specified‖ was first advanced by the physicist Richard
Feynman in 1945. Prompted by Feynman, Physicist – designer William Katavolos expanded
the study of MNT to the growth of architecture, foreseeing the production of a large floating
city. Katavolos remarks, ―We are rapidly gaining the necessary knowledge of the molecular
structure of these chemicals with the necessary techniques that will lead to the productions of
materials that will have a specific program of behavior built into them‖.
Advanced studies link the processes of DNA with molecular growth. James Watson and
Francis Crick discovered that DNA governs the continuity and growth of all living things. In
nature, DNA directs ribosomal machinery to build other machines. Physicist K. Eric Drexler,
considered the founding father of nanotechnology, had advanced realistic procedures for
designing simulated molecular structures. Accordingly, Drexler proposes that artificial DNA,
or coding devices, be developed and employed in structuring matter to the service of
mankind. Within the molecular structure, atoms of various chemical make-up are selected,
assembled in particular patterns and programmed to replicate themselves thus enabling
immense workforces to produce products of almost any design. The molecular structure
harnesses the energies from chemicals and electricity, rather than conventional human labor
and current major power sources. [3]
3.2.3. New Architectural Reading (NAR):
The word ―growth‖ is extensively used in the
field of MNT, and is accepted not just as an analogy
to nature, but rather as an artificial reenactment of
natural growth processes. It is altogether reasonable,
therefore, to adopt ―growth‖ as a basis for (Fig.3.4) Graz Music Theatre, Austria,
architectural expression. Throughout the history of Competition, 1998. The designs shows
the revolt against all scales or shapes,
architecture, formal expression has derived from creating the architects own perception;
methods of construction. Molecular growth will bring such ideas cannot be constructed unless
us back to natural form. This is not stylization, new materials are discovered and new
construction methods are being used. [1]
biomorphism, or representation. [3]
Natural structuring or branch systems establish optimal strength-to-weight ratios. Molecularengineered buildings are expected to be 10% as massive as buildings today, resulting in
entirely new systems of structuring and radically different forms. We will look back upon
present day structural steel assemblies and connections of milled parts, bolted and welded,
as not only grossly inefficient and costly, but ludicrous. Molecular growth process will
replace the abrupt joints and edges of contemporary construction with imperceptible
transitions from one specialized substance to another, as bone tissue to ligament to muscle to
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skin. Structure will be integral with the building shell, walls, and enclosure and building
materials will be seamlessly fused in a completely unified entity. [3]
Looking back from the future, our present
buildings will seem quaint. As we anticipate such
buildings of strength, lightness, integral structure,
seamless continuity of surface, transparency, and
evolving, growing forms, molecular nanotechnology
will reshape the man-made environment. These new
characteristics explain how the molecular growth
process, subject to architectural design orchestration,
will insist, in its own right, to express itself. [3]
Nanotechnology will soon change industrial
production by introducing labor-free manufacturing.
This will directly influence our health, welfare,
comfort, and prosperity. The molecular assembler
breakthrough will transform our entire manufacturing
process; for this, we must prepare. As with previous
technological revolutions, MNT will present new
ways of thinking about society and ourselves, and
exact the same moral responsibilities. [3]

(Fig.3.5) Greg Lynn Form by Greg Lynn.
The availability and rapid colonization of
architectural design by computer-aided
techniques presents the discipline with yet
another opportunity to both retool and
rethink itself as it did with the advent of
stereometric projection & perspective. [1]

3.2.4. New Creativity in Architecture:
The notion of growing architecture was
proposed in 1961 by Katavolos and expanded by
Vittorio Giorgini, in ―Early Experiments in
Architecture Using Natures Building Technology,‖ in
1977. However, only recently have we come to
understand the specifics of molecular growth. [3]
The process begins as the hardy molecules position
their roots in the vats. Growth emerges, growing
upward and outward as their code directs. For larger,
out-of-vat products, growth is dependent on the linear,
vertical delivery of nourishment. It is noted that ―large
plants and animals have ‗vascular systems‘ and
intricate channels to carry materials to molecular
machinery working through their systems. In similar
fashion, artificial assembly systems could also employ
this strategy…to build a scaffold, then working
through its volumes incorporating materials from the
central source, in this case, the vat.‖ [3]

(Fig.3.6) Springtecture, Public Lavatories
by Singu-Cho, Japan.
The architect today is groping for plausible
paramodern architecture that can open up
new possibilities by overcoming the selfimposed limitations of modernism in
architecture that resulted from pursuing
uniformity to excessive degrees, while
taking advantage of its possibilities and
effectiveness to the fullest extent. [1]
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Vat growth may be described through the process of ―accretion,‖ with atoms adhering to a
base –as rock candy is the crystallization of liquid sugar adhering to a stick or string. For
growth out of vat, at the scale of a building, there must be a linear or directional growth
pattern: root, stem, rib, lattice or branches, nourished by a ―fibro-vascular‖ distribution. [3]
There are numerous questions that any architect would ask when confronted by a new
building technology such as this. How will this building method aid in designing better
buildings? What alternatives will it provide‖ what are its potentials and limitations? What
defines its character? How will this molecular growth process express itself? [3]
It is expected that a new substance, known as
diamond and constructed carbon nanotubes made of
highest molecular density and bonding power will
much stronger than steel as mentioned under the
nanotubes section of Part Two . Diamond‘s
extraordinary clarity and strength will make it an ideal
building material that will, as produced by nanotbots,
conform to any shape. Diamond substances,
consisting of readily available carbon, will be as
inexpensive as glass. Structural elements will vary
from extremely dense to porous and lightweightreadily responding to the extreme stresses on heavy
machinery, vehicles, or even buildings. Such large
carbon structures of architectural scale will assume
any appearance of transparency. Strangely new, these
qualities made possible by nanotechnology create an
intriguing paradox: lightweight, invisible structure
that has tremendous strength. [3]

(Fig.3.7) Ether/I by dECOi, was made to
commemorate the 5th anniversary of the
United Nations in Geneva. The project
offers an opportunity to expereimet with
new techniques of creative formal
production [1]

Nanobots will produce clear sheets of diamond, a few millimeters thick, to form the
exterior membrane of a building. These membranes would be opaque, or by electromolecular realignment, they could become translucent or transparent. Such astonishing
versatility within the molecular product is termed ―morphability‖ –one of the quintessential
aspects of MNT. Empowered by millions of controlled nanomotors, the artifact easily alters
its characteristics. [3]
Protective membranes regulate light and air and act as the building insulator. In warmer
weather, the molecules respond by collapsing tightly, exhausting the air; for increased
insulation the molecules expand into a thick foam with innumerable closed air spaces. Further
advantages of morphable substances include such applications as interior room partitioning
and adjustable, self-adaptive furniture that responds to position, attitude, and comfort
requirements. J. Storrs Hall has developed ―Utility Fog‖ –a linked mechanism that transforms
an object into any shape. If one surfaces a floor with a layer of ―Fog,‖ furniture could extrude
or dissolve into various forms or styles. Likewise, if interior walls are surfaced with ―Forg,‖
partition, layout, décor –the entire domestic environment- could be changed at will. [3]
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With all the versatility of these substances, objects now familiar to us will appear
new. Architects will indeed be presented with rather different design factors. [3]
3.2.5. High High Performance Buildings (HHPB)
The ―seed,‖ or coding device, will replace
conventional
blueprints,
specifications,
and
construction procedures. In regard to ecological
relationships, the seed contains instructions with
feedback allowing the new building to respond to its
immediate surroundings. So far, the most
extraordinary proposal put fourth is that of
coordinating the artificial coding of a building with
the DNA of a living environment. That is to say, the (Fig.3.8) The Rinker Hall by the Croxton
building would be programmed to monitor its Collaborative and GouldEvans designed
environment and adjust or alter its design to be in for a future massive photovoltaic
upgrade, incorporating the technology of
harmony, or symbiotic relationship, with nature. [8]
dye-sensitized nanocrystalline solar cells
Frazier addresses the emerging field of which are nanocrystalline solar cells are
use both direct and
―architectural genesis.‖ He approaches coding for transparent and
diffuse light. [68]
architecture at a far more advanced state than J.
Johansen has discussed. [3]
The building as artifact is designed to interact and evolve with natural forces. Frazier
offers, ―a new, computer-based technology for developing design models, not in physical
form at this stage, but rather of inner logic.‖ He continues, ―Our computer model will be the
expression of the equilibrium between the androgynous development of the architectural
concept and the exogenous influences exerted by the environment.‖ These buildings may be
considered self-organizing. Such buildings, he states, ―will maintain stability by negative
feedback interactions and promote their evolution in their employment of positive feedback.‖
The building knows its coding for development, and in this sense, can be considered an
organism of artificial life and intelligence. [3]
The molecular building process is not biological, but mechanical; living cells are
replicated by dividing, assembles replicate mechanically, by building others. As Drexler has
written: ―The great difference is that nanotech use not living ribosomes but robotic
assemblers, not veins but conveyors belts, not muscles but motors, not genes but computers.
Not cells dividing but small factories producing products and additional factories.‖ [8]
Assemblers are robots, or ―nanobots,‖ with communicative powers that in collaboration can
building anything they are programmed to build. They are organized by their ―foreman,‖ the
seed computer, into specialized building crafts that operate as part of a vast constriction
project. Mechanical assemblers are expected to employ a greater variety of tools and use
them with greater force, control, and precision than ribosomes can in nature. Frazier
envisions an architecture developed to this state as ―literally part of nature, in which
manmade and natural environments are to be considered each as parts of a global ecosystem.‖
Frazier‘s projections leave us with a view of how mankind may, if guided by its higher
instincts and moral principles, reestablish a citizenry in resonance with the ecosystem. [3]
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3.3. APPLICATIONS ON NANOARCHITECTURE
3.3.1. Nanotechnology + Architecture; using nanotechnology in architecture:
Is the production of a building-size product through MNT possible? To what extent is
this new building method applicable to habitable structures? Processes of molecular growth
within a sealed factory vat are quite possible. However, increasing the vats to accommodate
buildings the size of ships is not a practical solution. We have little choice but to turn out
building elements of a standard dimension to be transported and assembled in the most
conventional way. [3]
The prominent American architect John Johansen who studied under Walter Gropius
at Harvard School proposes these following projects, which, essence is molecular ―growth‖
out of and beyond the confines of the vat. In the early stages of molecular growth processes,
small molecules survive only in a sealed vat where an entactic environment is assured.
However, it is likely that these perishable protein molecules will build larger, more durable
molecules that will withstand and survive in the external environment. This growth,
development from simple to complex molecules, from inside to outside the vat, is the critical
and essential assumption of my proposal. It is only in this way that the production of large
products can be realized. [3]
We will feature here some of his works inspired by nanotechnology, magnetic levitation and
bioengineering. Some of these projects were funded in part by a grant from the Graham
Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts.
3.3.1.A. The Metamorphic Capsule, 1992: [3]
The metamorphic capsule is an enclosure
whose form, opacity, and color is controlled by
electromagnetic. The suspension of an object in
space by the application of repulsive and attractive
electric forces action from nodes on the object
with those of the surrounding field has already
been achieved in the laboratory. Here, this
surrounding field is formed by a system of nodes
attached to a structural framework, with
corresponding nods placed on the outer surface of
a fabric capsule place within the field. Continuous
air pressure from within is necessary to sustain the
form of the capsule.
The power of the attraction and repelling forces
sent to each node determine the overall shape of
the capsule. Changes in the power sent to the
nodes, or the relative amounts of power sent to

(Fig.3.9) Deformation by Electro-Magnetics
of the Metamorphic Capsule. [3]
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individual nodes, cause the capsule to undulate.
Color, degrees of opacity or transparency, and
other visual and audible stimuli can also be
controlled (governed either by handled device
from within or remotely programmed for repeated
events).
A serpentine levitator carries visitors
around and through this shifting form. Movement
of the individuals passing through the capsule can
itself motivate visual effects. Brain waves that
indicate the various moods are recorded and
harnessed to prompt changes of light and sound.
While not notably utilitarian, the capsule provides
the experience of being swathed in a diaphanous,
luminous, iridescent chamber in the timeless
trading of the cave or womb.

(Fig.3.10) The Metamorphic Capsule. [3]

(Fig.3.11) The Metamorphic Capsule.

[3]

3.3.1.B. The Air Quilt, 1995: [3]
In this project, a quilt of spherical air
chambers from malleable, habitable enclosures.
These chambers are clustered in two layers in an
order established by a geometric pattern of
hexagons and pentagons. An ―adaptive‖ building
that can adjusts its interior volume to
accommodate changing needs in created by
distorting the chambers into desired configuration.
Distortion of the quilt surface is achieved by the
variable expansion and contraction of the twolayered strata of air chambers. Transferring air
from the chambers in the outer strata to the inner
strata results in a bending action and a convex
form. Conversely, air passing from the inner strata
out creates a concave form as seen from the
interior. As with the Metamorphic Capsule,
internal air pressure sustains the envelope. Small
air pumps, prompted by a computer system, power
the air transference. By substituting helium gas for
air, this structure would lift off. Such a structure
could be tethered by cables to the ground. If could
also be equipped with jet motors to lift and lower
it, stabilize it against wind, and navigate it as well.

(Fig.3.12) Bubbles of The Metamorphic
Capsule. [3]

(Fig.3.13) Sketches of the Metamorphic
Capsule. [3]
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3.3.1.C. The Floating Conference Center, 1996-1997: [3]
In his effort to advance the field of
architecture, he often find it useful to adopt
advanced technologies and construction procedures
from related industries. Such is the case with this
application of the thin fiberglass shell, a
technology used in the construction of boat hulls,
for these two projects. Fiberglass shells, which can
be formed in any desired curvature, have been
created in lengths ranging up to 175 feet. Set
vertically, these could make eighteen story
buildings.

(Fig.3.14) Entrance of the Conference
Center. [3]

The remarkable aspect of thin shell structures is the
great strength can be achieved by bending, curving,
and crimping the shells. Take, for example, the
plastic containers used to hold water or milk (and
used here in the model): though only 1/32 of an
inch in the thickness, they can carry some 50
pounds of water. The thin fiberglass shill exhibits
similar properties.
Thin shell technology will provide a unique
formal and aesthetic character to a building. In the
conference center, structural ribs rise from the
floor, reaching upward and merging to support the
arched roof. Natural light glows through these
translucent shells, creating a luminous, iridescent,
and ever changing interior of gossamer character. It
is an architecture of dematerialization: eerie,
magical, other-worldly, somehow Gothic in spirit.

(Fig.3.15) A Floating Conference Center. [3]

The shells would be formed at a factory and then
transported and literally glued together on site, at
water‘s edge. If boats are made to float, then why
not a conference center, located away from busy
surrounding, that can do so as well?

(Fig.3.16) Perceptions of the Floating
Conference Center. [3]
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3.3.1.D. Molecular-Engineered House for the year 2200, 2000: [3]
The following is a diary created by the owner of a molecular-engineered house written during
its construction. It is set in the year 2200.
Day 1: Excavation begins on site where assembly vats will be placed.
Day 2: vats delivered to building site, along with selected chemicals and bulk materials in
liquid form. The various materials are then pumped into the vats.
Day 3: The code developed from an architect‘s
designs and then engineering and molecularly
modeled, is ceremonially placed in the vat. We are
amused that this code represents what long ago
were the drawings, specifications, and strategies of
construction management.
Day 4: Molecular growth, in the form of a vascular
system, begins. This starts with roots stemming
from the chemical composite. Reaching up and out
of the vat to ground level, the roots form
rudimentary ―grade beams ―extending horizontally
to the edge of the house, where they curve upward
to support the superstructure. Cross ribs connect
the grade beams and form the ground floor
platform.
Day 5: The cross of the superstructure starts with
the development of primary exterior and interior
vertical ribs. The infill of minor connecting ribs—
―the lattice‖—also begins to develop. The lattices
are of varied densities, and are programmed to
meet stress requirements—being less dense and
more open in pattern where door openings are
specified, for example. Fine web work a
membranes appear as protective enclosures an
interior partitioning. A neural net work
communicating via transmissions—and not
preprogrammed—couples to the vascular system
and begins operation.

(Fig.3.17) The natural walls of the
Molecular engineered future house. [3]

(Fig.3.18) A Plan and longitudinal section
of the Growing molecular-engineered
house. [3]

Day 6: The upper platforms, supported by lateral brackets stemming from some the major
structural ribs, are accessibly by a sprouting central spiral staircase. Exterior protective
membranes conceal the interior. The molecules of the membranes link to create an unbroken
fabric. The membranes provide openings for access that are prompted by two molecular
activates first, the membranes are infused with electric current by a manual selector that
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induces the molecules to disengage and form the openings. Second, other molecules, acting
as muscles at the opening edge, flex to draw the exterior membrane apart. We enter our
house.
Day 7: For the first time, we experience the space,
ample for a small house. Ethereal light glows
through the translucent membranes. With a signal,
these membranes change from translucent to
opaque to transparent, providing a view anywhere
at any time desired. Our house is self-sufficient,
functioning without dependence upon any outside
public services. Solar power activates heating,
cooling, recycling of wastes, and purifying of
water. The vats and vascular system, vital to the
growth of our house, remain and will convey
additional material when repair or replacement is
required.
Interior finishes grow around us. "Body support,"
known previously as sofas, chairs, tables, and beds,
are springing up from the floor, out from the wall
ribs, and hanging from the arched vault –furniture
as an extension of the structure itself. The floor, a
"morphable topographic carpet," consists of
resilient, molecular, spongy substance that is
responsive to our every comfort, whim, or tactile
experience.
Day 8: We return the next day to find our house
more familiar. As a like "light modulator," the
membrane responds to ever-changing conditions of
the immediate environment to appear as cloudy,
opalescent, gossamer, iridescent, and opaque. We
have created an artificial, organic, protective
cocoon.

(Fig.3.19) Exterior view of the Molecular
engineered future house. [3]

(Fig.3.20) Diagrams of the days of
construction of the molecular-engineered
house. [3]

Day 9: After six days of molecular growth, we move in. the house anticipates our changing
needs, expanding the living space to form a small study, repartitioning the master bedrooms,
rearranging and redesigned the "body supports," and extending the wheeled legs to a new
site. These shape changes demonstrate the flexibility of the molecular engineering.
In future years, if we cannot find a buyer for our house, we will demolish it, or more
correctly, the house will demolish itself. The building growth operations will be recycled for
future buildings.
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3.3.1.E. Multistory apartment building, 2001: [3]
First, we may fairly assume that the
molecular growth processes, though more
extensive in this case, are the same as for the
Molecular-Engineered House. From vats at the
building site, root, stalk, branch, platform, lattice,
membrane, and opening develop. Light control,
self-cleaning, repairs and demolition systems also
emerge.
(Fig.3.21) The Multistory growth building. [3]
As a structure of this size requires a larger layout of supporting columns, it would be
required that a number of vats be assembled and filled together at the site, each to feed a
cluster of stalks or columns, each supplied with the same or different codes, which must be
strictly coordinated.

(Fig.3.22) States of the multistory building at its different growth stages. [3]

Growth of the structure would then be in stages; say, in four –or six- story increments in
accordance with rental and marketing analysis; when necessary, growth could be arrested, to
be activated at another time. Replenishing the bulk material in liquid form in the original vats
would fuel subsequent stages.
Looking back from our future time, we would remember uniformly designed dwelling
units in which there was little latitude for personal expression, and consider them inhuman.
Intricate coding systems will facilitate a greater diversity, particularly in interior design.
Suppose the basic building structure proceeds in growth according to the directives of a
central, all-inclusive code to achieve the entire structure, dwelling units and all common basic
services. But suppose then that each dwelling unit is provided a separate local vat, and within
it a separate code that could prompt growth of personalized interior design –growth within
growth, as it were. Such specific codes could be readily acquired from the local rental agent,
or custom designs could be produced by designers of the tenant's choice –offering any
interior, from styles past to contemporary to something imagined. Remodeling partition
layout, lighting, surface materials, and furniture within the dwelling unit would be of little
complication. However, the basic form and character of both the house and apartment
exterior and interior will, or honestly should, express the growth process.
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3.4. NANO INITIATIVES
3.4.1. nanoHouse Initiative, Australia:
Nanohouse brings nanotechnology home.
Australia has no formal national nanotechnology
initiative, though a series of national networks and
programs have been established to bring together
relevant research. There is significant government
investment in Australian nanotechnology research
from the Australian Research Council and the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization as well as funding from state
governments. Over 50 Australian companies claim
to be working in 'nanotechnology'. [50]
CSIRO and the University of Technology Sydney
(UTS) have developed a model house that shows
how new materials, products and processes that are
emerging from nanotechnology research and
development might be applied to our living
environment. [49]
The NanoHouse™ Initiative, by Dr Carl
Masens at the Institute for Nanoscale Technology
and visualized and implemented by architect James
Muir, has proven a successful method of explaining
what nanotechnologies are and how they work; for
example, how the latest technology windows clean
themselves, how tiles might resist build up of soap
scum, or timber surfaces resist UV damage. In the
building industry, nanotechnology provides a whole
new palette of materials that could potentially have
profound effects on building design. [50]
The NanoHouse has a radiative cooling paint
as the outer surface of some of the roofing material.
A metal roof coated with this paint will become a
cooling element in a building rather than a source of
unwanted heat gain. Other features are self-cleaning
glass, cold lighting systems and the dye solar cell - a
photovoltaic cell based on titanium dioxide rather
than silicon. [2] For instance, glass can be used more
liberally if it is optically tuned to block heat and
UV. It would be possible to construct a building
with many more, larger windows than is currently

(Fig.3.23) Marquettes of the nanoHOUSE
quoted by the University of Technology
Sydney. [50]

(Fig.3.24) The white walls of the
nanoHOUSE absorbs light and harvests
solar energy. [50]
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viable, since heat can be kept out and UV photodamage prevented. Reduction of the solar heat gain
through windows reduces the need for cooling via
air conditioning, saving electricity. In certain parts
of a building, solar thermal radiation is welcome,
such as the exterior surface of a thermal mass. [50]
Even if it's surrounded with glass walls, the
NanoHouse doesn't need any curtains. [This] glass
can be made almost opaque at the flick of a switch
with SPD (suspended particle device) glass. It can
be done manually with a switch, or automatically by
attaching a sensing device and a controller, in much
the same way street lights go on when it becomes
overcast. The technology uses particles dispersed in
(Fig.3.25) Computer generated images
a liquid or in droplets encapsulated in a thin plastic
for the proposed nanoHOUSE. [49]
film. [22]
The particles align, allowing light to pass through when a charge is applied to a coating of
electrically conductive transparent material. The particles return to random positions and
block light when there is no charge. SPD glass can be used as substitute curtain for privacy.
Other glass technologies are available to fill the insulation role of curtains. [22]
People are familiar with the use of dark colors to capture heat, but dark walls are ugly so,
unsurprisingly, they rarely appear in house designs. There are nanotechnological solutions to
the same problem: i.e. heat absorbent nano-particulate paints that are light-colored in the
visible part of the spectrum. Australian household applications utilizing nanotechnology
extend beyond building materials and include clear sunscreens (Advanced Powder
Technologies), supercapacitors for laptops and phones (Cap - XX) and smart paints
(Dulux/Orica). [50]
Some of the types of technologies under consideration for inclusion in the house include:
 UV/IR

filtering and reflecting windows for control of unwanted solar heat gain

 Self-cleaning TiO2

coated glass

 Protective coatings

for furniture offering UV protection

 Bottles,

food containers etc. with tuned optical properties for the enhancement of shelf
life of both containers and contents

 Cold

lighting systems for the harvesting of daylight during the day and use with ultra
efficient bright white LED light sources

 Water quality control

systems that remove pollutants from water, and clean effluent

water
 Light

colored paints without glare and dark pigments for paints that do not retain heat
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3.4.2. nanoSTUDIO:
How will nanotechnology affect the way we
design, make, and inhabit buildings?
In the NanoStudio, interdisciplinary groups of
students from Ball University, and Illinois Institute
of Technology are exploring nanotechnology‘s
potential impact on the built environment, as well as
social, ethical and environmental issues it raises.
Together they are designing buildings using
nanomaterials including carbon nanotubes, quantum
dot displays, and nanosensors to create new kinds of
environments not limited by the constrains of
traditional materials. Aware that these radical
materials fundamentally after the relationship
between buildings, users, and the environment, we
are integrating a detailed examination of the social,
ethical, and environmental side-effects of
nanotechnology into the investigation. The results
they hope, will be a proactive contribution to the
social discussion on this rapidly developing supertechnology. [53]
The students‘ palette of materials included
nanomaterials already developed in laboratories that
are now working their way to market. These include
transparent carbon nanotubes 100 times stronger
than steel, nanosensors small enough to embed not
only in building components but their users as well,
and quantum dot lighting able to change the color
and opacity of walls and ceilings. But this was no
mere "house-of-the-future" fantasy. Students also
addressed the social and environmental concerns
raised
by
nanotechnology,
from
toxicity
(nanoparticles are so tiny they can pass through cell
membranes) to privacy (who controls the data
gathered by embedded nanosensors?) [21]

(Fig.3.26) Using carbon nanotubes in a
multistory building ( Image courtesy of
image Adam Buente + Elizabeth
Boone/nanoSTUDIO). [53]

(Fig.3.27) The nanoStudio website,
provides lots of innovative ideas for the
use of nanotechnology in buildings made
by students. [41]

(Fig.3.28) Architcture students of Ball
university are exploring new ways of
architecture at the nanoStudio [21]
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(Fig.3.29) A section in foundations of a nanostrctured building with the use of carbon nanotubes (Image
courtesy of nanostudio). [41]

3.4.3. Peter Testa, Carbon Tower
Architects Peter Testa and Sheila Kennedy
have very different practices, but both navigate the
uncharted waters of innovative design through
collaboration with manufacturers, multidisciplinary
interaction, and the adaptation of nascent
technologies. "The complexity of contemporary
buildings is an enormous achievement, but we need
to question how we came to the point of building
with such complexity. We believe we need to
rethink how we assemble buildings." These might
seem like strange words coming from architect Peter
Testa, who, with his partner, Devyn Weiser, has
designed a carbon-fiber tower, a complex
undertaking that proposes to build a high-rise tower
out of composite materials. According to Testa,
whose firm, Peter Testa Architects, is located in
Santa Monica, California, the willingness to use
complex computer modeling tools will allow the
design of new buildings, materials, and products that
just might transform the building industry. [34]
Testa and Weiser are pursuing, in partnership
with industry, a systemic examination of
intermediate-level building systems. Manufacturers
are the most willing to shoulder risk; they stand to
profit from reasonable investment. The lure for
many manufacturers is scale, an advantage not lost
on Testa. The carbon tower project was envisioned

(Fig.3.30) A perceptional 3D image of the
proposed carbon tower by Peter Testa.[34]

(Fig.3.31) For a shop in Hollywood,
Testa designed a structure using textilebased composites. 2 carbon-fiber frames
support a woven mesh of Kevlar cables
spanning 110 feet. A double façade of
Kevlar panels is suspended from this
framework. [34]
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with that strategic thinking. "Tshe [construction]
industry isn't completely fixed. If one finds
applications for materials that are provocative and at
a big enough scale, it is possible to engender new
divisions of industry," says Testa. "We are interested
in things that are realizable. We are trying to reach
different actors and trying to create something the
industry can understand and rally around." The
ultimate measure of an innovation is when it
becomes a reality. [34]
Sheila Kennedy, AIA, principal and founder with
partner Frano Violich, AIA, of Kennedy & Violich
Architecture (KVA) in Boston believes there is an
exciting horizon for architects to return to the design
of materials. One of the main missions of KVA, its
materials research unit, is to expand the diminishing
role of architects. Its goal is to forge a new
relationship with materials, one that will draw on
mass customization. "We have always taken existing
materials and products and expanded the palette
beyond their usual use. Research with new materials
is an extension of what we have been doing all
along," she says. Kennedy describes two main
"design drivers" that she believes are changing how
space is made and organized. The first is the
advance in solid-state technology; the second is the
wireless and hardwired distribution and integration
of information infrastructure. [34]
Innovators look for opportunities and mine for ideas.
A seemingly unlikely arena for innovation is work
commissioned for public agencies. For New York
City, however, KVA is designing seven ferry
landings along the Harlem and East River
waterfronts in Manhattan. The work includes
intermodal passenger shelters, commuter ferry boat
docking facilities, site improvements, and
community amenities. [34]

(Fig.3.32) A longitudinal section of the
Carbon Tower. 4[4]

(Fig.3.33) Exterior and interior computer
generated perspectives of the Tower. [34]

"The ferry project will be the first public project built with substantial components that are
digitally fabricated," explains Kennedy.These are the tools that link directly to industry, since
we can project the design right into fabrication."
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The technology also allows for rapid prototyping, which is especially useful in a multisite
project. Although this kind of technology is becoming more common in the construction
industry, Kennedy says they have often gone outside of the construction industry to metal
fabricators or set builders who are more familiar with it. [34]
In the spring of 2001, Kennedy began to work with DuPont on an initiative to incorporate
solid-state technologies with translucent and transparent materials. "Internal and external
market research supported the idea of integrating solid-state lighting with surface materials
where we had good brands," explains Tom O'Brien, portfolio manager for DuPont Ventures,
who had heard Kennedy speak about the subject at a conference. "However, it also called for
a prototype that would demonstrate validity." [34]
The KVA and DuPont teams focused on two
DuPont products: Corian and SentryGlas Plus
protective glass. They developed concept
demonstrations—a combination of materials, solidstate lighting, and product information to stimulate
discussion about applications. Although he can't talk
too specifically about the results, O'Brien says the
goal was to make the DuPont products smarter by
integrating technology without compromising the
integrity or features that have made them successful.
O'Brien is now working with three DuPont
businesses to turn these concept demonstrations into
possible offerings. [34]
The nature and methods of KVA's work involves
risk, but Sheila Kennedy considers herself one of the
architects who wouldn't enjoy her work if she
couldn't affect cultural production.
"But you can't proselytize the beauty of risk-taking,"
she acknowledges. "Still, as the technology and
machines we use become more common, risk will
diminish." [34]

(Fig.3.34) KVA is designing seven ferry
landings along Manhattan’s Harlem and
East River waterfronts. The 34th Street
Commuter Ferry Terminal is the first to
go into construction. The architects
adapted marine-buoy lighting technology,
which uses energy-conserving LEDs,
photo-sensors, and photovoltaic cells,
into the street furniture. [34]

(Fig.3.35) KVA, with a grant from the DOE’s
“Research That Works!” program, developed
the second generation of its Electroluminescent
Plywood Desk. It uses electroluminescent (EL),
thin-film technology to provide integrated
lighting that is energy efficient. Plywood is
layered with a flexible polymer that is sprayed
with a coating of phosphers and sealed,
producing a film thinner than a business card.
[34]
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3.5. Nanomaterial vs. Conventional material; a comparison between nanoceramic tiles
and conventional ceramic tiles: [71]
(Fig.3.36)

Applications
Contract flooring
Decorative elements
Sanitary wet rooms
Veneer
Wall coverings in exteriors
Wall coverings in interiors
Markets
Construction
Home, Lifestyle & Personal
Care
Print, Paint & Coating
Advantages
Antibiotic
Breathable
Durability
Easy to clean
Environmental Friendly
Flame-resistant
Flexible, easy to process
Impact-resistant
Easy of Mobility
Scratch-resistant
SVOC free
UV-resistant
Waterproof

Nano-material
Ceramic

Conventional material
Ceramic

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

NO
OK
OK
NO
OK
OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

NO

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

NO
NO
OK
OK
NO
OK
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
OK
OK

The above schedule shows a big difference between the conventional ceramic materials and
the nano produced flexible ceramics.
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3.6. CONCLUSION
1- The applications of the nanotechnology in architecture can vary widely from
early stages of design to the final touches of finishes and throughout the
building's lifetime.
2- Disruptive technologies such as nanotechnology give us the opportunity to move
into new high value-added areas both by creating new architecture and by
radically changing traditional ones.
3- We need architects, scientists and technologies to give careful thought to any
ethical, cultural, architectural and environmental issues raised by
nanotechnology, to say whether any new regulatory controls are required, and to
enter into an open dialogue with the public.
4- It is an opportunity we must seize, and the governments shall put in place the
public goods such as a world-class science and technology base, incentives for
knowledge transfer and high educational standards, to enable companies to put
innovation at the centre of their strategies for the development of technology.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
Globalization cannot simply be stopped; countries and cultures are integrating into
each other to form one worldly nation regardless the ethnic diversity of each nation. Virtually
all economists agree that the large majority of residents of our shrunken planet are
considerably better off through the growth of markets and the efforts of the GATT and its
successor, the WTO, to keep them open. With ever expanding technology comes new
markets, increased demand for products but also greater competition. [71]
This global integration has a tremendous consequence on architecture, the faster
development of communication, the share of same cultural products and business, or the
increased standardization of technologies everywhere, as well as the ease of mobility and
tourism, all these has a direct impact on the architecture style either negatively or positively.
This has produced a new world culture that the architect must not just pay his attention to it
but also contributes to these contemporary phenomena and use the technological outcome to
erect his buildings. [71]
As technological advances occur ever more rapidly and in many parts of the world,
industry has responded by forming joint ventures, alliances, and overseas research and
development (R&D) organizations; these new organizations expedite the globalization of
technological innovation. In turn, new technologies are dramatically emerging into
architecture; the most prominent of them in our contemporary era is Nanotechnology. [71]
Not just the society but also the architect must be aware of the dire outcome of
growth-oriented nanotechnology. Such technology gives us the opportunity to move into new
high value-added areas both by creating new architecture and by radically changing
traditional ones. It helps to make other technological developments possible. Various
different scientific disciplines overlap and interdisciplinary work is becoming increasingly
common, involving biology, physics, and chemistry as well as engineering disciplines. In the
architectural planning process, it is necessary to bring together the knowledge of different
specialist planners at an early stage. The use of nanotechnology in the design and
construction disciplines would be involved by many applications and, all design phases from
the early sketches to the disposal of the built material. Material design in particular will play
a great role in our perception of designing architecture and building implementation. [71]
Nanotechnology would help us also overcome environmental issues, such as the
greenhouse effect, global warming, or even the Ozone hole. By reducing the vast amount of
CO2 emissions from the built material, and purifying the surrounding environments. One has
to predict that this impressive new technology will be necessary to use in this 21st century and
we have to understand it well in order to be used in the right direction and contribute to the
humanity development. [71]
In the nano context, the most significant economic relevance is accorded to so-called
“New Materials”. These materials are not only new in terms of their dimensions; they can for
example lend surfaces entirely new properties that can be combined cumulatively.
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Applications range from controllable adhesion and grip, tribological aspects such as ultra-low
friction, switchable magnetism or light absorption, to insulation materials for buildings,
which offer similar levels of insulation as conventional insulation materials at a tenth of the
material thickness. [2]
The aim of this research is to bring to light the applications offered by nanomaterials
in a particular sector and to examine the new materials from the point of view of architects,
interior designers and designers – is the right way to encourage people to examine a new
technology more closely, both critically as well as enthusiastically, particularly when they
would otherwise be unlikely to discover the field through scientific publications on
nanosciences and technologies.
The advancements in nanotechnology, necessitate many questions among; [16]
1- How will society respond to the distribution and diffusion of engineered
nanomaterials, including commodities, instrument facilities and services and how will
these change society? [16]
2- How will the architect use such novel cutting-edge technology to create contributing
innovative ideas that positively reflect new architectural conceptions?
3- Would nanomaterials become the conventional materials of the 21st century?
4- Nanotechnology, is still in its infancy, we should make the society aware of it in order
to drive this technology to improve its benefits for the society.
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ٍِخص اٌشعبٌخ

ملخص الرسالة

اٌجؾش ٠غٍػ اٌعٛء ػٍ ٝأّ٘١خ اعزخذاَ ايعذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب اٌّزمذِخ وٕز١غخ ِٓ ٔزبئظ اٌؼٌّٛخِ .ضً ٘زا االٔذِبط اٌذٌٟٚ
٠ؤصش رأص١شا وج١شا ػٍ ٝرخط١طٕب ٌٍّغزمجً  ٚغشق اٌزفى١ش ٚ ،رٌه ثفعً االخزشاػبد اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١خ اٌغذ٠ذح  ٚاٌز ٟرظٙش
رىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبٔ ٛنٔز١غخ ٌٍزؼب ْٚاٌؼبٌّ ٟفِ ٟغبالد ػذح اّ٘ٙب
ثشىً ِزغبسع ٚ ،وزاٌه عشػخ اٌزٕمً ٚعٌٛٙخ االرصبي .ف
اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب أصجؾذ ٘ ٝاٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب اٌؾذ٠ضخ ف ٝاٌمشْ اٌؾبد ٚ ٜاٌؼشش . ْٚإْ ٘زا اٌزؾىُ ف  ٜاٌّٛاد فِ ٟم١بط
إٌبِٔٛزشاٌصغ١ش عذا ف ٝاٌؾغُ ٘ ٛإ٠زأب ةصٛسح ف ٟاٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب اٌّؼبصشح ف ٟعّ١غ عٛأت اٌؾ١بح ٚ ،ال عّ١ب ف ٟرصُّ١
اٌّٛاد  ،غشق اٌجٕبء ٚ ،اٌزصٛساد اٌّؼّبس٠خ .
ٞػضصاٌجؾش اٌّغبئً اٌّزوٛسح ف ٟصالصخ أعضاء ٚ ،راٌه فِ ٟؾبٌٚخ ٌزمذِ ُ٠ب ٚصًد إي ٗ٠األفىبس ٚاٌزىٌٕٛٛع١بد ف ٝاٌمشْ
اٌؾبد ٚ ٜاٌؼشش ْٚإٌ ٝإٌّٙذط اٌّؼّبس ٞؽز٠ ٝى ْٛػٍ ٝػٍُ ثٙزٖ اٌمعب٠ب اٌّؼبصشح ٚ ،اٌزّ٠ ٟىٓ رٍخ١صٙب ػٍ ٝإٌؾٛ
اٌزبٌ:ٟ
 - 1االرغب٘بد اٌفىش٠خ اٌّؼبصشح  ٚاٌز ٝرزٕبٚي اٌؼٌّٛخ  ٚرأص١شارٙب ِغ ٌّؾخ ػبِخ ػٓ رطٛس ٘زٖ اٌؾشوخ اٌذ١ٌٚخ ِٓ
أعً إدِبط اٌضمبفبد ٚ ،اٌّٛاسد اٌجشش٠خ ِٓ ،خالي ايصٕبػخ ٚااللزصبد ٚاٌزغبسح أ٠عب َا ٘ٚ .زا وبْ ٌٗ رأص١ش
وج١شػٍ ٚ ٝرشى ٚ ً١رغ١١ش اٌؼّبسح ف ٝاٌمشْ اٌّبظ ٚ ٟرشى ً١اٌؼّبسح رزغُ ثّالِؼ ايدٌٟٚح " International
ٚ "Styleايرّش د ظذ ن ي ِب ٘ ٛوالع١ى ٚ ٝرمٍ١ذ١ٌ ٜظ فمػ ف ٝشىً اٌؼّبسح ٌ ٚىٓ ف ٝعّ١غ إٌٛاؽٝ
اٌزصّ١ّ١خ  ٚاٌز ٟرُ رط٠ٛش٘ب فٚ ٟلذ الؽك  ٚ .راٌه عبػذ ػٍ ٝاٌزؾشس ِٓ أ ٞؽذٚد ػشل١خ أ ٚرىٌٕٛٛع١خ أٚ
اٌؾذٚد اإللٍ٠ ُ١خ .غ١ش أْ ٘زا االٔذِبط اٌذ ٌٟٚأصبس عجبق عذ٠ذ ِٓ االخزشاػبد اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١خ اٌز ٟرغبػذ إٌّٙذط
اٌّؼّبسٌ ٞزط٠ٛش ٚخٍك ارغب٘بد ِؼّبس٠خ عذ٠ذح.
 - 2رىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبٔ ٛ؛ نإٔؼىبط ِجبشش ٌٍؾشوخ اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١خ اٌؼبٌّ١خ ٔؾِ ٛغزمجً أفطي .إْ اٌزؾىُ ف ٝاٌّبدح ِٓ خالي
عض٠ئبد ائبٔ ٛاٌصغ١شح اٌؾغُ ٞلذَ ًٌثشش٠خ صٛسح رىٌٕٛٛع١خ عذ٠ذح ٌٍزؾىُ ف ٝاٌّبدح  ٚخصبئصٙب  ٚرصِّٛ ُ١اد
عذ٠ذح لذ رخزٍف وٍ١ب أ ٚعضئ١ب ػٓ اٌّٛاد اٌّزؼبسف ػٍٙ١ب ١ٌ ٝ٘ٚ ، .غذ رىٌٕٛٛع١ب راد رخصصبد ِؾذٚدح  ،ثً
٘ ٛرؼج١ش ػٓ رٛؽذ يرخصصبد ِزؼذدح فِ ٝغبالد ػذح رزؼبًِ وٍٙب ف ٝعض٠ئبد صغ١شح اٌؾغُ عذاَا رمبط ثٛؽذح
إٌبِٔ ٛزش ٚ .وض١ش ِٓ إٌّزغبد اٌز ٟرذخً فٙ١ب رىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبِٔ ٛزبؽخ ثبٌفؼً ف ٝاألعٛاق ٚاٌزطج١مبد اٌزٝ
عزظٙش ٌٙب ف ٝاٌّغزمجً ٠جذ ٚال ٔٙب٠خ ٌٙب ف ٟوض١ش ِٓ اي ِغبالد ايِخزٍفخ لذ رزشاٚػ ِٓ اٌطت اٌؾ، ٞٛ١
ٚاٌؾٛاعت ٚ ،إٌّزغبد االعزٙالو١خ  ،إٌ ٝاٌطبلخ  ٚرصّ ُ١اٌّٛاد.
 ٚػّبسح إٌبٔ ٛا ٝ٘ “Nanoarchitecture” ٚإٌبرغخ ِٓ إدخبي رىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبٔ ٛف ٟاٌؼّبسح ِٓ خالي ػذح
اٚعخ ِٕٙب اٌّٛاد اٌغذ٠ذح اٌّغزخذِخ أ ٚرىٌٕٛٛع١ب اٌجٕبء ،أ ٚغش٠مخ اٌجٕبء ٛ٠ .عذ ثٙزا أ٠عب ػذح أِضٍخ ٌّجبِٔ ٝش١ذح
ثبٌفؼً َ عزخذَ فٙ١ب ِٛاد ٔبٔ ٛعذ٠ذح رؼشض ِذ ٜإِىبٔ١خ إدخبي ٘زٖ اٌزىٌٕٛٛع١ب ف ٝاٌؼّبسح.
 ٞػٍ ٝرشى ٚ ً١رىٓ٠ٛ
 - 3رطج١مبد ٌٕىٌٕٛٛع١ب ا ٌٕبٔ ٛف ٝاٌؼّبسح ؛ ٚرمٌ ُ١١زأص١ش ٘زح ايصٛسح اٌزىٌٕٛٛعٟح ٚاٌصٕبع ح
اٌؼّبسح  ٚوزاٌه ػً ٜغشق اٌزفى١ش ًٌِٕٙذط اٌّؼّبس ٚ ٞاٌفشد  ٚاٌّغزّغ أ٠عب َا٠ ٚ .ؾز٘ ٜٛزا اٌغضء أ٠عب ػٍٝ
أفىبس  ٚإلزشاؽبد ٌٍّؼّبس ٚ “John Johansen” ٜثشط اٌىشثٌٍّ ْٛؼّبس “Peter Testa” ٞوّب أ٠عب
٠ؼشض ثؼط ِٓ اٌّجبدساد اٌذ١ٌٚخ ٌزؾف١ز اٌؼًّ ػٍ ٝرىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبِٔ ٛضً ِجبدساد اي "ٚ ،”nanoHOUSE
اي ”.“nanoStudio
 ٚاٌٙذف اٌشئ١غ ٛ٘ ٝرؾذ٠ذ ِذ ٜأ ّ٘١خ اٌؼٌّٛخ وفىش ِؼبصش ٠ؤصش ِجبششح ػٍ ٝاٌؼّبسح ٚ .ظٛٙس رىٌٕٛٛع١ب إٌبٔ ٚ ٛاٌزٝ
عٛف رؾذس صٛسح ِشرمجخ ف ٝاٌؼّبسح  ٚرىٌٕٛٛع١ب اٌّٛاد  ٚاٌجٕبء.
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